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Abstract
	
  

The purpose of this thesis is threefold: to catalogue the black gloss ceramics excavated by
the Vigna Marini project in Cerveteri in 2012; to understand the relationship between Rome and
Caere in terms of ceramic production, especially in the third century BCE; and to highlight the
importance of archaeometric analysis in ceramic studies. Using a firmly established typology of
black gloss ceramics, a qualitative analysis of the ceramics of this type recovered in Cerveteri,
and archaeometric studies, I show that black gloss production remained relatively stable in Caere
during Rome’s expansion into Italy. This is significant for the understanding of Caere’s economy
during this period: it has been commonly held that Caere suffered an economic crisis in the third
century BCE, but this thesis strongly argues for economic stability.
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Chapter One
Introduction
	
  

During the 2012 excavation of the Vigna Marini at Cerveteri carried out by Queen’s
University, a wide sample of ceramics was recovered, including many examples of black gloss
production. The assemblage of black gloss can be arranged into six discrete groups based on
their macroscopic properties. This set of ceramics is significant when considered in the context
of the broader discussion about ceramic workshops in Caere and Rome, and in particular the
diffusion of their products as Rome’s power spread throughout Italy. Caere’s fortunes are
generally assumed to have turned quite suddenly from a thriving economic centre to a subjugated
city once Rome’s hegemony spread in Italy, especially in the third century BCE. Workshop
production is assumed to have decreased, and Caere’s economy is thought to have collapsed
along with its independence as it was swallowed by Rome. However, an analysis of the black
gloss ceramics recovered using comparable data from other archaeometric studies underlines the
necessity for archaeometric analyses to be performed on any ceramics of uncertain provenance.
Furthermore, investigation of Caeretan black gloss ceramics from a perspective recalibrated with
the historical record allows us to amend our understanding of the economic climate in the third
century, and suggests that rather than a period of crisis, this was a time of stability extending
until at least the Imperial period.
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Black Gloss Pottery: definition of a class of artifacts	
  
Diffusion and chronology
Black gloss is a fine ceramic produced in Italy from the fourth to around the first century
BCE, though in some areas it persisted until the early Empire. It is characterized by a typical
black slip that makes the vessel moderately impermeable and easy to clean, a quality desirable
for vases that were primarily used as containers of foods and drinks. It was in part developed
from the later Attic black gloss wares which were shipped to Italy en masse from Greece, and in
part from local traditions. Its use was expansive, and it was employed as table ware as well as for
ritual and funerary purposes. The standardization of the repertoire of forms makes it clear it was
commercially manufactured on a large scale. Because of its large use by a broad social spectrum
and in a number of different contexts, it is the principal dating find for the Middle and Late
Republican periods. During the Republican period black gloss ware was ubiquitous in Etruria,
Rome and Latium. In contrast to Etruscan Bucchero ware, which is found mainly in towns,
necropoleis, and to a lesser extent in rural contexts, black gloss ware seems to have been widely
available to a broad range of social classes, even though not all forms are attested in equal
numbers in urban and rural contexts (Di Giuseppe 2012, p. 66).
During the third century BCE, the material culture of central Tyrrhenian Italy was
dominated by local wares, some of which had a mid-range circulation across Italy and even
reached some locations elsewhere in the western Mediterranean. The second century BCE saw a
reversal of this trend: Rome and Latium seemed to have stopped exporting black gloss and begun
importing it from other areas of Italy, in particular from northern Etruria (Volterra, Arretium)
and Campania, where important production centers had developed (Di Giuseppe 2012, p. 67). By
around 30 BCE, black gloss ware seems to have ceased being manufactured in almost all regions
of Italy and red slipped ware took its place.
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Method of Production
	
  

The term “black gloss” is often used interchangeably with the term “black glaze”, though
this is technically incorrect. “Glaze” refers specifically to a ceramic which has been fired at
temperatures of over nine hundred degrees Celsius so as to vitrify its surface to a hard, shiny
silica shell. “Gloss”, on the other hand, is the result of partial firing, and does not possess the
high shine, uniform black colour, and impermeability
of glaze wares (Rice 1987, p. 48); the vitrification
process remains incomplete, and so the clay below
remains porous. Moreover, under microscopic
investigation, the layer of slip on a black gloss vessel

Figure	
  6-‐	
  Etruscan	
  black	
  gloss	
  vessels,	
  Villa	
  
Giulia.	
  Photograph	
  of	
  Tori	
  Bedingfield

can be seen to contain numerous tiny bubbles and
imperfections; when these voids burst, they create

hollow pockets and craters visible to the naked eye. To create a black gloss ceramic, the vessel is
first formed and allowed to become leather hard (Rice 1987, p. 49). Then, the vessel is coated by
dipping it into a dilute suspension of clay that is rich in iron oxide. During firing, the kiln is
allowed to become very smoky and thus achieve a reducing atmosphere (Rice 1987, p. 128), and
the red iron oxide is transformed into magnetite, or black ferrous oxide (Di Giuseppe 2012, p. 1).
Clay composition is determined in large part by the local geology and as well as by the selection
and deliberate manipulation of those resources in order to obtain the desired ceramic
characteristics. The choice of certain inclusions and clay sources may have varied according to
the access to good banks of clay, the preferences ceramists maintained in the behavior of the
fabric, or even the evolving function of a class of vessel. There is also the possibility of
deliberate manipulation on a chemical level, such as the addition of salt, to alter the behavior of
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the fabric in a way that is difficult to identify if it lacks the clear addition of large inclusions.
This results in a broad range of the fabric’s colour and texture. During primary evaluation, colour
can be a useful indicator of macroscopic groupings, but further microscopic studies are more
useful in revealing the relationship between the macroscopic groupings in terms of variation and
standardization of production (Reynolds Scott 2008, p. 22).
The study of production has also been aided by the application of archaeometrics – clay
analysis using physics and chemistry- and applied sciences to archaeology in general.1
Archaeometrics have helped immensely in clarifying the differences between the Attic
workshops, the so-called ‘universal productions’ of Campana A, B, C, and the local products
which imitated those vessels which circulated widely throughout the Mediterranean. These
studies have also been able to establish the relationship between local and imported goods and
their quantities and origins. Helga Di Giuseppe, a leading researcher of black gloss ceramics in
Italy, states that this approach has been undervalued in Italy (Giuseppe 2012, p. 4), but is
fortunately being pursued by Gloria Olcese. Since 2005, Olcese has been developing a project –
Immensa Aequora – which aims to reconstruct, using an archaeometric approach, the trade of
ceramics, including black gloss, in Etruria, Latium, Campania, and Sicily from the fourth century
BCE to the first century CE (Olcese and Capelli 2011; Olcese et al. 2008; Olcese 2010, pp. 275282). Recent archaeometric approaches have allowed for an improved understanding of
production and distribution and their effects on culture and economy. However, there is much
room for the analysis of black gloss in relation to a wider historical interpretation of economy,
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  
1
	
  Studies focusing on the technical aspects of Black Gloss Pottery: Bins and Frazer 1929; Schumann
1942; Oberlies and Köppen 1953, 1962; Bimson 1956, Winter 1959, 1978; Noble 1960; Hofmann 1962,
1966; Farmsworth and Simmons 1963; Picon et al 1969-70; Noll et al. 1973, 1975; Pavicevic 1974;
Wilgalhis and Hayer 1976; Longsworth and Tite 1979; Maggetti et al 1981; Tite et al 1982; Michel et al
1987; Kingery 1991; Vendrell and Saz et al 1991; Maniatis et al 1993; Ingo et al 2000; Mirti and Davit
2000; Tang et al 2000.
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society, the relationship between urban and rural areas, and the general process of
‘Romanization’.2
History of research on Black Gloss Pottery
	
  

It was in 1879 that G.F. Gamurrini first offered a definition of black gloss ware as
ceramica etrusco-campana, with reference to the workshops of Campania and Etruria, which
were then considered to have been the main centres of production. This was later simplified to
become ceramica campana, a term still in use, but scholars now prefer “black gloss”, which
avoids any regional designation for this ceramic type produced in varied centres. The study of
black gloss ceramics expanded in the 1950s, when scholars first made an attempt to move away
from an antiquarian approach in which only the decorations and the diagnostic pieces were
studied intensively. Nino Lamboglia (1952) was a leading figure in creating a system for the reevaluation of black gloss, and he identified three classes based on the properties of clay and
gloss, known as Campana A, B, and C. The groups Lamboglia defined are as follows:
Campana A: “Pottery with a bright red clay, with a clean and regular break, and lustrous metallic
black slip, iridescent and often with red patches around the foot”.
Campana B: “Pottery with a pale clay and deep black slip, noticeably uniform and opaque; less
regular break”.
Campana C: “Pottery with a body clay fired grey and a slip of poor quality which is black or
grey green” (Lamboglia 1952, p. 140)
These groups correspond to large-scale productions, localized in the Bay of Naples (A), in North
Etruria (B) and in Sicily (C), widely exported and highly visible around the Mediterranean.
Lamboglia’s study aimed to establish archetypes of Attic black gloss pottery for many shapes,
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  
2
The term and the concept of Romanization have been the subject of a heated debate in the last decades.
An extended discussion would be beyond the scope of this thesis. For some recent works see esp.
Mattingly 1997; Alcock 2001; Mattingly 2002; Keay 2001; Terrenato 2001. For the reactions of the
European scholars see e.g. Le Roux 2004; Cecconi 2006.
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and he created a classification of shapes within each of his fabric classes. The generalized nature
of his classes resulted in many form types that appear quite different from one another, but his
organization of black gloss ceramics in relation to precise archaeological chronology is still valid
today (Reynolds Scott 2008, p. 4). This method established that Campana A reached the height
of its popularity during the third and second centuries BCE, though much lower quality examples
continued to be produced into the Augustan period, and that Campana B and C were produced
from the mid-second century BCE until the end of the first century BCE (Di Giuseppe 2012, p.
8).
J.P. Morel was the first researcher who expanded Lamboglia’s classes, and in 1981
published what has become the standard text for the analysis of black gloss Ceramique
campanienne (Morel 1981). Like Lamboglia, Morel was especially interested in establishing a
detailed typology and a firm chronology of black gloss. While Lamboglia had focused on the
most visible and broadly distributed productions, Morel examines a much larger number of
centres of production that are identified on the basis of forms distributed regionally throughout
Italy and the Mediterranean. The classification of each vessel is based on its geometric shape. In
the first part of his publication, titled Pour une nouvelle typologie, Morel demonstrates one of the
strengths of his work – he provides an in depth discussion on the criteria with which he organizes
the material. In the second part of his work, Morel begins his catalogue typologie, and goes over
the catalogue of the form. Finally, in part three, interpretation des forms, Morel conducts his
investigation of the nature of black gloss production, the uses of various tablewares, and the
evolution of taste evident in black gloss forms. He notes a difference between “typology”,
defining it as a mere catalogue of forms, and “classification”, which he sees as the organization
of each vessel by class. Morel’s definition of class is what other scholars may define as
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production; to him, a class is a set of qualitative characteristics that are shared between
workshops (Di Giuseppe 2012, p. 2). In his work he starts from the forms and organizes them in
a multi-level system regardless of class/production. Formal features are the only criterion which
guides the attribution of a piece to groups that gets increasingly smaller as we move from one
level to the next: e.g. from the very large group of the broad and shallow cups to the relatively
smaller one of the cups which are not only broad and shallow, but also have an outturned rim.
The first four levels – category, genre, sort, and series – are each given an Arabic numeral, while
the type is identified by a letter of the alphabet. Thus, Morel creates an almost mathematical
system of codifiable elements, and thus within his framework it is possible to insert new forms.
Important historical events- such as the foundation of Latin and Roman colonies- provide
reference points for the dating of many classes Morel distinguishes. He also dates much of his
material by indicators on the vessels themselves, such as inscriptions, decoration, stamps, and
also by the stratigraphic contexts in which the vessels were recovered, if this information was
available. The material comes from a variety of contexts, including votive deposits, shipwrecks,
tombs, settlements, and museum collections throughout the Mediterranean.
While Morel’s work is invaluable in recognizing various productions across the
Mediterranean, it is lacking in a full definition of the generic term “local and regional
production”. A comprehensive analysis of the numerous smaller scale productions was beyond
the scope of his work, and has been the focus of many research projects in the last thirty years,
such as the works of L. Pedroni (Pedroni 1986; Pedroni 1980) on the production of Cales and of
E. Stanco (Stanco 2009) on South Etruria. J. Principal-Ponce (Cibecchini and Principal 2004, pp.
159-172) is heading the Spanish school in important research on commercial trade routes from
the Tyrrhenian Coast to the western Mediterranean, and along with Franca Cibecchini, he has
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offered a more specific definition of Campanian B. Morel used the term borrowed from
Lamboglia to describe pottery produced in Etruria which was circulating in the Mediterranean
from the mid-second century BCE onwards. He used the term “B-oide” for all other ceramics of
the same period produced in other regions of Italy which demonstrated characteristics similar to
Campanian B. In addition, Morel and Principal-Ponce label ceramics with a light coloured fabric
produced in the second century BCE Cerchia della Campana B. These descriptive tiers lead to
much confusion, and it is only with the application of archaeometrics that the picture becomes
clearer. If the clay source can be identified, then the ambiguity between these classes can be
remedied. From the second century BCE into the first, the production of black gloss became
increasingly standardized, and ceramics that date to this period benefit especially from the
application of archaeometric studies, since the identification of area of production can only be
determined by the microscopic properties of the fabric (Di Giuseppe 2012, p. 4). Ponce and
Cibecchini propose to identify regional subgroups within the Campanian B as “Type B
Campanian”, “Type B Etruscan”, “Type B Adriatic”, and so on, based on the microscopic
characteristics of the clay. From this, they were better able to utilize macroscopic characteristics,
such as decoration and form, to identify potential distinct workshops within each region.
In addition to the studies that improve and clarify the work of Morel from the
chronological and classificatory point of view, there are several recent works that have presented
a general criticism of Morel’s approach. R. Roth (Roth 2007, pp. 49-55) has attempted to
reconstruct local and regional histories based on black gloss fragments from Civitucola at
Capena and the theater of Vallebuona at Volterra. He investigates the reason for the rising
popularity of black gloss in the second century BCE, and compares the remains from both sites
in order to find any congruencies. Roth assumes that the production of black gloss was under the
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control of the Roman elite, and he uses a model which has been formulated based on the study of
dolia and amphorae. Roth criticizes Morel’s functional, production, and socio-economic
approach as being too influenced by Marxist ideology. He states that Morel is incorrect in
treating black gloss production in Italy as a homogenous group without taking into account the
technological variations that may have occurred. Roth also disagrees with Morel’s hypothesis
that in the second century BCE the standardized and anonymous production of black gloss was a
result of the employment of slave labour in large villa complexes (Roth 2007, p. 46).
Morel may have been incorrect in some of his interpretations of the evidence because of
the state of research on Mid-Republican central Italy in the 1960s and 1970s, and because of the
scholarly tradition prevalent at the time. However, as pointed out by H. Di Giuseppe (Di
Giuseppe 2012, p. 7), it is not legitimate to criticize Morel because of the trends and limitations
of his times. The goal of Morel was to provide tools for comparison and dating, at which he is
completely successful, so much so that current chronologies are still based on his work. A further
serious limitation of Roth’s criticism is that, while rejecting the achievements of Morel, and in
particular his classification, he does not propose any alternative typology, and he even questions
the very idea of classification since any typology would be necessarily biased towards the
questions a researcher wishes to investigate. The paradoxical result is that a system that is far
from perfect, but has been extensively tested and improved over time and is based on clear and
verifiable criteria is discarded in favor of an highly subjective approach specifically devised for
an investigation of the phenomenon of Romanization.
A more pertinent criticism aimed at Morel’s method comes from Reynolds Scott, who
notes that the fundamental basis for the classification of each vessel is the main shape of the
body with handles being determinative. However, handles are not often preserved on found
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vessels, and neither the foot profile nor the size is normally taken into account. According to
Morel’s methodology, then, two vessels with the same or similar body profiles would be ascribed
the same number even though in reality one may have been on a pedestal base, and another on a
ring foot. A false notion is then created that these two vessels were made in the same time period
or by the same production centre when in fact this may not be correct (Reynolds Scott 2008, p.
4). Furthermore, Reynolds Scott points out that Morel’s differentiation between forms seems to
be too subjective at times, and that vessels demonstrating relatively small differences which are
given different numbers should perhaps be considered the same form. Another drawback to
Morel’s methodology is that his classification system is based on a vessel’s entire profile; when a
vessel is too fragmentary to accurately identify it as one of Morel’s classes, as it frequently
happens, it is designated as “not classifiable in Morel” (Reynolds Scott 2008, p. 5).
Another basic aspect of the classification of Morel that has been much debated is what
the forms and types he identifies actually represent. Morel does state whether each form in his
catalogue is an individual, unique vessel, or a representative form. The inclusion of this
information would allow the audience to employ the appropriate caution when using Morel’s
rubric, since, as it has been pointed out, a single example of a vessel cannot define a type (Pucci
1983, p. 276). This criticism is related to issues in creating a typology of products which were
created in a non-industrial setting lacking modern standards of uniformity. It is difficult to
understand which variables were meaningful for each vessel, and in the case of Morel, the field
of variability in the forms and classes he identifies. Many disagree in how one should address
anomalies in each vessel, and even what can even be labeled as an anomaly. Pucci explains that
one must imagine the ideal model the potter had in mind, and instead of focusing on the product,
one must focus on the intended form. He believes that Morel’s work focuses too intently on
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unique examples, and that more emphasis should be put on types of vessels, although he admits
that Morel does not actually indicate if or when he employs a singular model or representative
form - Pucci only has the impression that Morel uses unique examples (Pucci 1983, p. 276).
Rather than aspects to be criticized in Morel, there are also many aspects in Ceramique
campanienne which provide the foundation for further expansion.
Current research focuses on what is missing from Ceramique campanniene, mainly the
full investigation of production indicators, such as kilns, kiln dumps, spacer rings, or wasters
which could establish the location of production centres. Furthermore, other aspects of
production are being studied, such as the relationship between workshops and craftsmen and the
consumption and management of ceramic goods. The work of Di Giuseppe has investigated the
organization of the production of black gloss pottery, and has found that there is a strong
connection between sanctuaries and workshops, so much that she believes that in third century
BCE central Italy a large part of this and other classes of ceramics was actually produced in
sanctuaries (Di Giuseppe 2004, p. 19).
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Chapter Two

The site of Cerveteri and its geographic and historical context
	
  

The site of ancient Caere, modern Cerveteri, is located in central Italy, approximately six
kilometers from the sea. It stands on a natural tufa plateau on the southern edge of Monti della
Tolfa, and is surrounded by the Manganello valley to the northwest and the Mola valley to the
southeast. These valleys meet in the south of the city and
the waterways meet and flow across the coastal plain to
empty into the Mediterranean, just north of Ladispoli. The
plateau is surrounded by deep ravines, with the exception
of the northeastern tip that is connected to the
Figure	
  2	
  -‐	
  view	
  of	
  Cerveteri's	
  plateau	
  
from	
  Banditaccia	
  Necropolis.	
  Facing	
  east.	
  
Photograph	
  by	
  Tori	
  Bedingfield.

surrounding hills by a tongue of land. For defense, a large
trench was cut through this section, and walls were

erected where the natural defenses were the weakest (Boitani, F; Cataldi, M; Pasquinucci, M.
1975, p. 159; Cristofani and Nardi 1988, pp. 100-103). The territory of Caere varied over time,
and its exact extent is not known. Its southern border was probably the Arrone River, while the
Tolfa mountains were shared between Caere and Tarquinia, and the northern frontier extended
until the lake of Bracciano (Enei 2001, esp. footnote 5, with complete bibliography). The
placement of sanctuaries on Caere’s frontier provides clues for the changing borders of Caere’s
terrain. From the seventh to sixth centuries BCE, cult spaces were erected to mark access to
regions beyond the city’s landscape (Izzet 2007, p. 190; Zifferero 2005, 257-272), and the
sanctuaries were articulated based on their relationship to the city (Zifferero 2002b, p. 262).
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Figure	
  3-‐	
  Location	
  of	
  Cerveteri,	
  from	
  “The	
  Etruscan	
  Sanctuary	
  a t	
  Cerveteri,	
  Sant'Antonio:	
  Preliminary	
  
Report	
  of	
  Excavations	
  1995–8”	
  in	
  Papers	
  of	
  the	
  British	
  School	
  at	
  Rome,	
  Vol.	
  68,	
  (2000),	
  p.	
  332	
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In the seventh to sixth centuries BCE, Caere experienced a high level of prosperity, and it
was at this time that Caere reached its zenith as a maritime power, exporting raw materials and
importing sophisticated luxury goods. The evidence of this evolution comes from the goods
found in the tombs of the nobles, and the high
standard of living of Caeretan aristocracy is shown
through the quantity of gold, silver, ivory, and fine
ware ceramics. At this time, the port of Pyrgi was
linked to Caere by a direct road, and in the second
half of the sixth century, there was a large building
Figure	
  4-‐	
  Coastline	
  of	
  Etruria,	
  west	
  from	
  Cerveteri's	
  
Banditaccia	
  Necropolis.	
  Photo	
  of	
  Tori	
  Bedingfield

initiative begun by Caere, fueled by political,
commercial, and/or expiatory motivations (Spivey

and Stoddart 1990, p. 94). The maritime power of Caere is confirmed by the role played by the
city in the sea battle of the Sardinian Sea in about 540 BCE (Hdt. 1.166-168), where a fleet of
Carthaginian and Etruscan ships clashed with the Phocaean Greeks and ultimately forced them to
abandon their bases in Corsica. A mention by Strabo (Strabo 5.2.3) of a Caere thesaurus at
Delphi may be explained by the execution of the Greek prisoners after this battle and the
subsequent consultation of the oracle at Delphi to appease the god, as mentioned by Herodotus.
The prosperity of the city in the Archaic period is reflected in its territory. Through
survey analysis, twenty-one sites were recovered within Caere’s theoretical territory during the
eighth to seventh centuries BCE, which is comparative to the other major Etruscan centers at this
time. This number rose, however, to dramatic proportions in the sixth and early fifth centuries:
there were three-hundred and thirty sites discovered in a two-hundred square kilometer area, and
it represents the steepest increase among all other major Etruscan cities (Enei 2001, p. 200).
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During the fifth and fourth centuries BCE, Caere was affected in the political and
economic changes that occurred in coastal Etruria. Starting from the second quarter of the fifth
century BCE a steep decline in the number of rural sites is visible, while there are signs of
decreased activity in the city and the sanctuaries as well. This phenomenon is observed in all
other cities of South Etruria and is interpreted as the result of several factors both internal and
external. In 384 BCE Dionysus of Syracuse sacked Cerveteri’s port city, Pyrgi, and the invading
forces made off with a huge amount of spoils, attesting to both the richness of the sanctuary and
also to the decline of the city’s naval might (Ps.-Arist. Oec. 2.1349b; Diod. 15.14.3; Strabo 5.2.8;
Aelian. Var. Hist. 1.20; Polyen. Strateg. 5.2.21). In the same period Caere established very close
ties with Rome. During the Gallic invasion of Rome in around 390 BCE, the Vestal Virgins and
the most sacred objects of the Roman people were moved to Caere for safekeeping, and the
Caeretans were rewarded with the ciuitas sine suffragio (Liv. 5.4.9; Strabo 5.2.3; Val. Max.
1.1.10; Plut. Cam. 21; see esp. Sordi 1963; Humbert 1972, 231-268; Humbert 1978, passim).
Relations with Rome generally remained friendly, though Caere tested its alliance with Rome by
assisting neighboring Tarquinia in its struggle against Rome in 353 BCE. The final incorporation
of Caere into the Roman state occurred in 273 BCE when the Etruscan city became a Roman
praefectura and lost its coastal territory (Dio.Cass. fr. 33) with the Roman coloniae of Pyrgi,
Alsium, Castrum Novum, and Fregenae being founded in the third century BCE(Sordi 1963;
Humbert 1972, 231-268; Torelli 2000, 141-176).
The number of sites of the third century BCE recovered through survey number four
hundred and forty-two, a strong recovery after the decrease of sites of the fifth and fourth century
BCE (Enei 2001, p. 200). The general phenomenon of intensive re-occupation of the countryside
occurs in other territories of coastal Central Italy in the same period and cannot be explained as
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the result of the arrival of Roman colonists, but rather the result of large-scale changes in Italian
economy.
Like many cities in Italy, Caere’s economy suffered during the Punic Wars due to the
obligation Caere had to fulfill in terms of manpower and resources, though between the Late
Republican and Early Imperial periods, the territory of Caere flourished and there was a rise in
rural sites, especially villas (Enei 2001, pp. 62-76). According to literary sources, there were
villas belonging to the Roman elite along the coastal sites as well, and while this development
caused a certain reduction of the old city centre of Caere, there was no real crisis yet. During the
Julio-Claudian period there were important investments in public buildings, and so it was not
until the late first century CE that the deterioration and depopulation of the city became apparent
(Fuchs, Liverani, and Santoro 1989; Liverani 2005, pp. 772-787; Bellelli 2009, 65-89). The
decline was much slower in the countryside, where there was a general reduction of the number
of sites, but several villas, especially those on the coast, continued and prospered until the fourth
and fifth centuries CE. It is only after the Gothic Wars that the area became depopulated and
marshy. The city, by then a small cluster of houses, was finally abandoned due to fear of malaria
and the Saracen raids to nearby Ceri (Boitani, F; Cataldi, M; Pasquinucci, M. 1975, p. 164; Enei
2001, pp. 77-87).
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The site of Vigna Marini and the 2012 excavation project
	
  

Even though the remains of the ancient city were known previously, formally organized
excavations at Cerveteri took place only from the
early nineteenth century and onwards. Private
landowners, frequently in association with collectors
and dealers, organized excavations primarily in the
necropolis (Cristofani and Nardi 1988, pp. 31-33).
Figure	
  5-‐	
  Saggio	
  1,	
  Vigna	
  Marini	
  P roject.	
  
Facing	
  south	
  west.	
  P hotograph	
  of	
  Tori	
  
Bedingfield.

The artifacts reached the art market of Rome, where
some entered local private and public collections and

others were sold abroad. Since the research was focused on uncovering complete or almost
complete objects, the city remained relatively undisturbed. The central area of the plateau was an
exception, where the remains of the Roman theatre and other public buildings emerged from the
ground. A group of portrait statues of members of the Julio-Claudian family, probably dating to
the reign of Claudius, was found in a well and encouraged further research (Fuchs, Liverani, and
Santoro 1989; Liverani 2005, pp. 772-787). In the search for antiquities in the surrounding fields,
the site of the Vigna Marini-Vitalini, near the Roman theatre, was opened up in 1869-1870 and
again in 1875-1877 by the priest of Cerveteri and his associates. He organized these excavations
in association with Roman businessmen and with the support of German scholar Wolfgang
Helbig, a man actively involved in the antiquities market. The excavations produced a wealth of
terracotta roof decorations, most of which were bought by foreign museums, Berlin in particular.
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Scientific reports on the archaeological context are almost absent3. After the end of the
excavations, the site was virtually forgotten until the early 1980s, when the Italian Consiglio
Nazionale delle Ricerche, directed by Mauro Cristofani, organized a long-term research project
on the urban zone of Cerveteri (see especially Boss, Clark, and Cristofani 2003). The excavation
of C.N.R. took place near the theatre, in the area of the Vigna Parrocchiale, but the bordering
field of Vigna Marini was also affected, since it was then that the ‘hypogeum of Clepsina’ was
identified and the first scientific reports were published (Cristofani 1986, 24-26; Cristofani and
Gregori 1987, 2-14; Cristofani 1989), pp. 167-170). However, the first organized stratigraphical
excavations took place only in 2001-2004, when a team of the University of Perugia explored
part of the hypogeum complex. The main goal of the project was gathering new data on the
function of the monument, about which there were conflicting theories (Torelli 2000, pp. 141176; Colivicchi 2003, pp. 11-42; Torelli and Fiorini 2009, pp. 139-163).
In 2012 a team of Queen’s University commenced a new and ambitious project, not
limited to the investigation of a single monument, but of a large area of this part of ancient
Caere. A sequence of building phases from the Iron Age to the Roman Imperial period, with later
agricultural occupation, has been revealed (Colivicchi 2013; Colivicchi, Lanza, and Scalici, in
press0.. The phases of the fourth to second century BCE are especially conspicuous, and artifacts
of that period, including black gloss pottery, are very abundant.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  
3	
  On 19th c. excavations see: Melis 1986, pp. 159-164; Nardi and Piro 2003, 153-176; Colivicchi 2003,
11-42, footnote 6.	
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Chapter Three

Organization and aim of the research
	
  

The scope of this project is to examine the black gloss pottery recovered during the 2012
excavation season at Cerveteri, Italy.
It should firstly be noted that a debate persists as to the importance one should assign an
in-depth analysis of any ceramics. At the centre of this debate is the question, how does pottery
inform us about to the life of a site? There are scholars such as Chapman (1999) who insist that
there is a close relationship between pottery and demography, and that this is a field of study
very worthy of continuation. There are others who are not so optimistic, and see other factors
such as the status of the population, variants in production and distribution, and the economy as
being much more important fields of study that the presence or absence of ceramic material
cannot reliably illuminate (Gill 1994, p. 28).
This study will approach the material from Cerveteri from the more optimistic standpoint
and assume that ceramics, and especially black gloss, are indeed valuable indicators of the
political, social, and economic history of a particular site. This class of ceramics is relatively
easy to date, largely used across a broad social spectrum and practically in all areas of central
Italy between the late fourth century BCE and the first century BCE. Therefore, it provides good
evidence for reconstructing trends in population, settlement pattern, economy, production and
exchanges. This is not to say that black gloss is linked exclusively to the political, social, or
economic history of a site, however, as changes in the quantity and quality of ceramics could
very well be linked a variety of other factors. A decrease in black gloss production or the
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disappearance of a black gloss production site does not necessarily indicate a crisis since, for
example, the production may have been shut down when other classes of ceramic, such as terra
sigillata, appeared and took its place. The utility of a ceramic study comes from the meaning that
can be derived from the analysis of the material vis-a-vis its socio-political context.
This thesis approaches the examination of the material from a qualitative rather than
quantitative perspective. Unfortunately, many of the stratigraphic units in which the ceramics of
the 2012 excavation at Cerveteri were found are of recent formation, even though they contained
a large quantity of residual finds. This is certainly a limitation, but quantitative analysis would
still be possible: as a matter of fact, such a method has been used on the finds of Volterra and
Capena (Di Giuseppe 2005; Roth 2007), all of which were in secondary context. Quantitative
analysis has also been used in the study of the assemblages from surface reconnaissance, where
black gloss feature prominently and is the most important archaeological indicators of the third
and second century BCE phases (Di Giuseppe and Witcher 2004, with previous bibliography).
The main reason for the adoption of a qualitative approach is the number of classifiable
finds, still not high enough to make a quantitative study worthwhile. In general, quantitative
analyses of objects found during excavation or survey are difficult to use because it is often
difficult to determine whether an increase or decrease in the amount of fragments found in any
period reflects an increase in the amount of objects in circulation at any one time or simply an
intensification of the use of objects. For example, a sample could represent thousands of objects
in use in any one time of which 10% was discarded and discovered, or hundreds of objects of
which 50% was discarded and discovered due to intensive use. The problem is amplified when
the sample is smaller, which is the reason for not using this method in the case of the 2012 finds
of Cerveteri.
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Methodology and Identification of the Groups
	
  

The process by which the samples of black gloss were chosen first began with the
selection of diagnostic pieces - handles, rims, bases, and decorated body sherds - which were
representative of the entire collection of black gloss recovered in each stratigraphic unit. Due to
later disturbance of the site since the initial deposit of the archaeological material, none of the
stratigraphic units in which the black gloss ceramics were recovered could be established as a
primary context. Therefore, the establishment of the discrete groupings of black gloss sherds was
done without the consideration of their stratigraphic unit. The qualities of each sherd that were
first catalogued were fabric colour (using the Munsell soil colour chart), slip colour, firmness of
slip, state of adhesion of the slip, lustre, fabric hardness, heterogeneity or homogeneity of the
core, visible inclusions of the fabric (chamot, stone, calcite, mica and their percentage content),
vaculi, break (either regular or irregular), and surface texture. Once a catalogue had been
compiled, the fabric was the initial focus of the study, since there are numerous variables which
may have affected the state of the slip since the sherd’s deposition. The process by which the
groups were created was first based on dividing the assemblage by a somewhat arbitrary
characteristic, and then noting any notable differences in other characteristics between each
group. If there were no notable divisions between or within each group, the process was
repeated. The first step was dividing the entire assemblage between those sherds which
demonstrated an irregular break and those which demonstrated a regular break. This
characteristic was chosen because the way a sherd breaks has the potential to reveal other
qualities, such as inclusions, vaculi and hardness. Vaculi are the small voids seen in a cross
section of ceramic sherd, resulting from organic inclusions that were incinerated in the firing
process. From there, the groups were further divided and switched around until patterns emerged
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within the smaller assemblages. Most characteristics were not in and of themselves enough to
create a separate group, but rather certain clusters of qualities were the most important markers.
For example, slip colour or fabric colour were important markers, but only in conjunction with
other characteristics. This is due to the numerous factors which may have affected slip or fabric
colour, such as firing temperature or kiln atmosphere. Six groups were identified and the date
range for each group was based on the forms of each sherd, as dated by Morel’s typology.
Black gloss was ubiquitous at Cerveteri during the 2012 excavation season, and the
sherds studied in this paper were recovered in many contexts of Saggio Two, a trench where a
sector of the city with a street was uncovered.
Stratigraphic
Unit

Context and datable material

# of BG
sherds

10

Recent looter trench. Archaic (impasto, bucchero) to Early
Imperial (Italic Terra Sigillata)

8

11

Tufa block concentration, 19th/20th century activity. Finds date
from Archaic to Early Imperial

2

14

Modern vine trench; finds date from Archaic to 1st c. BCE

6

20

Modern vine trench; finds date from Archaic to 1st c. BCE

2

22

Recent looter trench. Archaic (impasto, bucchero) to Early
Imperial (Italic Terra Sigillata, amphorae)

5

23

Concentration of roof tiles and other materials, probably modern. 14
Finds date from Archaic to Early Imperial (African Sigillata A,
amphorae)

31

Layer of ancient formation. Finds date from Archaic to
Republican or Early Imperial

4

32

Dump on street SU70. Formation of layer no earlier than 2nd c.
CE. Finds date from 2nd/1st c. BCE to Early Imperial.

4
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32a

Dump on street SU70. Formation of layer no earlier than 2nd c.
CE. Finds date from 2nd/1st c. BCE to Early Imperial.

5

41

Formed by 19th c. excavations. Finds date from Archaic to Early
Imperial.

6

51

Disturbed layer, containing large quantity of cooking wares,
archaic ceramics, Medieval ceramics.

8

64

Upper level of fill of shrine in Saggio 1. Large quantity of
archaic ceramics, especially bucchero. Latest finds date to 3rd c.
BCE.

4

70

Upper level of street layer in Saggio 2. Large quantity of Roman
ceramics, few earlier pieces. Latest sherds are African cooking
wares of 2nd c. CE.

3

84

Layer dating to 2nd c.BCE to 1st c. CE, with few earlier finds

5

100

Fill of a trench, probably 2nd c. BCE to 1st c. CE, with earlier
residual material

6

Table	
  1:	
  Stratigraphic	
  units,	
  Vigna	
  Marini	
  Project	
  	
  

Fabrics and groups
	
  

Group 1 has pale fabric, ranging from grey 5YR.8/1 to pale orange beige 10YR.8/2. The
fabric is usually hard and homogenous. The fabric has inclusions – stone, chamot, and
sometimes mica. There is a granular appearance on the surface. The glaze is dull, brown, and
most often exhibiting poor adhesion. The vaculi are less than 1 mm, with less than 1% showing,
though in cases with a higher content of inclusions, there is also a higher percentage of vaculi,
ranging from 1-5%.
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Figure	
  6-‐	
  Timeline	
  of	
  Group	
  1	
  	
  

	
  

The maximum date range of Group 1 goes from the end of fifth to the second century BCE, with
the median date of most sherds clustering around 300 BCE. There are fifteen sherds in this group
(19% of the total sample), and they originate from eleven different stratigraphic units. Many of
the sherds were recovered from layers that had been disturbed by modern interference, such as
looter’s pits, vine trenches, or previous archaeological excavations, and thus were excavated
along with artifacts that range from the archaic to Imperial. Within a layer of ancient formation,
stratigraphic unit thirty-one, finds ranged from the Archaic to the Republic or Early Imperial
period. The sherds within Group 1 are almost all local productions, though two sherds can be
more precisely attributed production – one is possibly a North Central Etruscan production, and
one a product of the so-called “ateliers des petites estampilles”, a family of black gloss vases
first identified by J.-P. Morel (Morel 1981) and characterized by a decoration obtained with
small stamps. Once believed to be the product of a single workshop located in Rome, it is now
considered a style of decoration shared by many workshops located both in Latium and South
Etruria, and Italian scholars have proposed to adopt the term ‘Gruppo delle Piccole Stampiglie’
(‘Group of the Small Stamps’), which describes better its nature (Stanco 2009, 157-193).
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All vessels within Group 1 are open vessels, most of which have simple ring bases.
Handled cups with vertical stubby rims are produced only from the end of the fifth century to the
end of the fourth century, when they are replaced by mid-sized bowls with simple ring bases
until the end of production in the second century BCE. Wide bowls, with and without rims, are
produced during the entire course of this group’s production.
Catalogue	
   Morel	
  Image	
  
Entry	
  and	
  
Morel	
  
Number	
  
10.16	
  –	
  
1271b1	
  
	
  
10.18	
  –	
  
2271c1	
  
	
  
11.6	
  –	
  
2527b1	
  
	
  
14.9	
  –	
  
7553a1	
  
or	
  
6222a1	
  
	
  
20.2	
  –	
  
2512c1	
  
	
  
23.9	
  -‐	
  
2783i1	
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23.13	
  –	
  
6214a1,	
  
c1,	
  d1	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
31.15	
  

None	
  

32.7	
  –	
  
1274b1	
  
	
  
32a.6	
  –	
  
2775a1	
  

	
  
32a.7	
  –	
  
1281a2	
  
	
  
41.13	
  –	
  
2981d1	
  

	
  
41.14	
  –	
  
2231a1	
  

	
  
41.15	
  -‐	
  
2653	
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51.39a	
  –	
  
6214	
  
range	
  

	
  
51.39b	
  

None	
  

Table	
  2:	
  Group	
  1	
  and	
  its	
  Morel	
  form	
  types	
  	
  
	
  

Group 2 has pinkish orange fabric, approximately 7.5YR.7-8/4, which is hard,
homogenous, and has inclusions. The group is characterized by the slip, which is grey and
metallic, usually thinly applied though firm, exhibiting good to very good adhesion. The slip is
fairly lustrous to slightly lustrous. The vaculi are less than 1 mm, and range from 1-5%.
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Figure	
  7-‐	
  Timeline	
  showing	
  duration	
  of	
  Group	
  2.	
  Black	
  bars	
  represent	
  general	
  dates	
  within	
  a	
  span	
  of	
  time,	
  while	
  
grey	
  bars	
  represent	
  a	
  time	
  range	
  around	
  a	
  probable	
  date.	
  

This small group dates to the 3rd c., and all sherds are local productions, with one which may
belong to the ‘ateliers des petites estampilles’ (sherd 23.16). The five sherds which make up
group 2 (6% of the total assemblage) were recovered from two stratigraphic units, both of which
are disturbed contexts. The forms within Group 2 are all bowls, and all but one form have simple
pedestal bases. Their forms are closely categorized according to Morel, and share similar
characteristics such as vertical walls and very little rim inversion.
Catalogue	
  Entry	
  and	
  Morel	
  Number	
  

Morel	
  Image	
  

23.10	
  –	
  2847b1,	
  2848a1	
  

	
  
23.16	
  –	
  2783h1	
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23.18	
  –	
  2587b1	
  

	
  
23.19	
  –	
  4724b1	
  

	
  
32.5	
  –	
  2146a1	
  

	
  
51.38	
  –	
  4252a1	
  

	
  
64.28	
  –	
  2784b1	
  

	
  
100.14	
  –	
  2146a1	
  
	
  
Table	
  3:	
  Group	
  2	
  and	
  its	
  Morel	
  types	
  	
  

Group 3 is primarily pinkish orange, approximately 7.5YR.7/4, but sometimes ranging
to yellow beige 10YR.8/4. It sometimes shows inclusion (most often stone and/or chamot), and
often the granulation is exceptionally fine. Sometimes the core is mottled with pinkish orange
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and grey. The gloss is firm black, showing very good or excellent adhesion, and is usually very
lustrous. The vaculi are less than 1 mm, with less than 1% showing.
The date of this group runs from the fourth to the mid third century BCE, with most
samples clustered around last half of the third century. There is one example of an earlier piece,
from the late sixth to the second quarter of fifth century, while 30% (six out of twenty-one
sherds) of Goup 3 cannot be dated. The twenty one sherds (24% of the total assemblage) were
recovered from nine different stratigraphic units. Two contexts are ancient: stratigraphic unit
number seventy dates at the latest to the first century CE and stratigraphic unit number eightyfour contains material from the second century BCE to the first century CE. The forms

Figure	
  8-‐	
  Timeline	
  showing	
  duration	
  of	
  Group	
  3

within Group 3, generally, exhibit an increasing homogeneity nearer to the end of its production.
Early in the production, in the fourth century BCE, there is little congruence among the forms.
Large handled urns, wide deep plates atop high feet, and smaller bowls are the three general
classes of form in this earlier period. Later, until the end of Group 3’s production in the third
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century, the forms became more homogenous, and there became an increasing number of wider
unhandled bowls on simple pedestal bases.
Catalogue	
  Entry	
  and	
  Morel	
  Number	
  

Morel	
  Image	
  

10.19	
  

None	
  

10.20	
  –	
  5244a1	
  

	
  
51.37	
  –	
  1741a1	
  

22.14	
  –	
  1553a1	
  

	
  
23.11	
  –	
  2714i2	
  
	
  
23.12	
  –	
  2774c1	
  

	
  
23.22	
  

None	
  

23.23	
  

None	
  

32a.3	
  

Shape	
  from	
  Attic	
  examples	
  (see	
  catalogu

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

30	
  

	
  
32a.5	
  –	
  2245b1	
  
	
  
41.11	
  –	
  4342a2	
  

	
  
51.36	
  –	
  1522a1	
  
	
  
51.38	
  –	
  4252a1	
  –	
  see	
  also	
  group	
  2	
  

	
  
64.29	
  –	
  1341e1	
  

	
  
70.3	
  –	
  1131a1	
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84.5	
  –	
  4712a1	
  
	
  
84.6,	
  84.7,	
  84.9	
  –	
  2243b1	
  
	
  
84.8	
  

None	
  

Table	
  4:	
  Group	
  3	
  and	
  its	
  Morel	
  types	
  	
  

Group 4 is pale pink 5YR.8/3-4 to warm light brown 7.5YR.7/3, and is hard,
homogenous, with inclusions (usually chamot and stone, sometimes calcite or mica). The vaculi
are less than 1 mm, with less than 1% showing. The fracture of the ceramic is most often
irregular and uneven, and there are irregularities in the surface of the ceramic which present as
pits in the surface of the gloss. The gloss is black, usually with orange mottling, especially
around the base pieces. The undersides of the feet are left unglazed but show thinly applied brush
strokes which present as light orange marks. The glaze wears badly along the wheel turn marks,
showing cracks and pits along the orientation of the marks. The glaze is firm though sometimes
thinly applied, shows fair to very good adhesion, and the lustre ranges from dull to some sheen.
This group dates from the third century to the second half of the second century BCE

Figure	
  9-‐	
  Timeline	
  showing	
  duration	
  of	
  group	
  4.	
  Black	
  bars	
  represent	
  general	
  dates	
  within	
  a	
  span	
  of	
  time,	
  while	
  
grey	
  bars	
  represent	
  a	
  time	
  range	
  around	
  a	
  probable	
  date	
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with the median date at 200 BCE. This group is the most recent among the others groups. The
eighteen sherds in this group (23% of the total assemblage) were recovered in twelve different
stratigraphic units along with ceramics dating from the Archaic period to the nineteenth century
CE. Generally, in Group 4, the production of certain forms extends for a longer period of time,
and there is a greater sense of homogeneity throughout the length of time of this group. Wide
bowls with averted rims and smaller bowls with inverted rims are the dominant types, though by
the close of Group 4 there is there is the almost exclusive production of wide bowls with
outwardly flaring rims.
Catalogue	
  Entry	
  and	
  Morel	
  
Number	
  

Morel	
  Image	
  

10.17	
  –	
  1531e1	
  
	
  
14.4	
  –	
  2787	
  

	
  
14.6	
  –	
  2767b1	
  
	
  
20.3	
  –	
  4714a1	
  

	
  
22.16	
  

None	
  

22.17	
  

None.	
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23.8	
  –	
  1531e1	
  
	
  
23.15	
  –	
  2712b1	
  

23.17	
  –	
  2862b1	
  

23.21	
  –	
  5731c1	
  

31.14	
  –	
  2912a1	
  

32.3+4	
  –	
  2411a1/b1	
  

32.6	
  –	
  5363b1	
  

32a.4	
  –	
  4521a1	
  

11.5-‐	
  2613a1	
  

41.16	
  –	
  1461b1	
  

	
  

34	
  

70.4	
  

None

70.6	
  –	
  6213b1	
  

100.18	
  –	
  1642b1	
  

Table	
  5:	
  Group	
  4	
  and	
  its	
  Morel	
  types	
  	
  

Group 5 is warm light brown, 7.5-10YR.7-8/3-4, with a hard fabric, and inclusions (>15%, >1-5mm, most often chamot and stone). The fabric often has pits and surface irregularities.
The gloss is dark brown, applied thinly to medium firmly, and is dull with some sheen. Adhesion
of the gloss is fair to very good.

Figure	
  10-‐	
  Timeline	
  showing	
  duration	
  of	
  Group	
  5.	
  Black	
  bars	
  represent	
  general	
  dates	
  within	
  a	
  span	
  of	
  time,	
  while	
  
grey	
  bars	
  represent	
  a	
  time	
  range	
  around	
  a	
  probable	
  date.	
  

Dates range from 300-175 BC, though that later date is an outlier. The nine sherds in this group,
eight percent of the total assemblage, were found in five different stratigraphic units, all of which
are from contexts which have been disturbed, except for stratigraphic unit number thirty-one,
which dates to the Republican period. The forms within Group 5 are unhandled open vessels,
either bowls with vertical unlipped rims, or open wide rimmed plates. Beyond these shared
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characteristics, there is little congruency within Group 5 and no meaningful date clusters for each
form.
Catalogue	
  Entry	
  and	
  Morel	
  
Number	
  
10.14	
  –	
  2621j1	
  

Morel	
  Image	
  

	
  
10.15	
  –	
  2845a1	
  

	
  
10.17	
  –	
  1531e1	
  
	
  
10.18	
  –	
  2271c1	
  
	
  
22.13	
  –	
  1315d1	
  
	
  
22.15	
  –	
  2173b1	
  
	
  
23.14	
  –	
  2771c1	
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31.16-‐	
  Attic	
  vessel	
  965	
  

	
  

See catalogue
70.5	
  

None

Table	
  6:	
  Group	
  5	
  and	
  its	
  Morel	
  types	
  	
  

Group 6 is pale yellowish brown, 10YR.7-8/3-4, hard, homogenous, and always has
calcite, usually mica and/or stone, and sometimes chamot. The gloss is black, and is usually firm
but applied thinly. It is often dull, though sometimes exhibits sheen. The gloss wears badly along
wheel turn marks, and there are pits and irregularities in the gloss.

Figure	
  11-‐	
  Timeline	
  showing	
  duration	
  of	
  Group	
  6.	
  Black	
  bars	
  represent	
  general	
  dates	
  within	
  a	
  span	
  of	
  time,	
  while	
  
grey	
  bars	
  represent	
  a	
  time	
  range	
  around	
  a	
  probable	
  date.	
  

This group has a range of dates from the fourth BCE to the second century CE, with an even
dispersal of sherds in the time range. The thirteen sherds in this group, making up fifteen percent
of the assemblage, were found mostly in fills of various trenches, and they were accompanied by
other ceramics dating from the archaic period to the second century CE. One sherd was
recovered in stratigraphic unit number thirty one, a datable layer of the Republican or early
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Imperial period. All of the earliest pieces in Group 6, around the fourth to early third centuries
BCE, are closed vessels. As time went on, the forms became more homogenous and production
began of only open vessels. Unhandled bowls and wide plates are the forms that are dominant
during the rest of the production of Group 6 vessels.
Catalogue	
  Entry	
  and	
  Morel	
  
Number	
  

Morel	
  Image	
  

14.5	
  –	
  2913c1	
  

	
  
14.7	
  –	
  2914a1	
  

	
  
14.8	
  –	
  2243a1	
  

	
  
31.13	
  –	
  2672e1	
  

	
  
41.12	
  –	
  1521a1,	
  1522a1	
  

	
  
51.40	
  

None	
  

51.41	
  –	
  5221a1	
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51.42	
  

None.

64.27	
  –	
  2553a1	
  

64.30	
  –	
  1174c1	
  

100.11	
  –	
  7214a1	
  

100.12	
  –	
  7221a1	
  

100.16	
  

None

Table	
  7:	
  Group	
  6	
  and	
  its	
  Morel	
  types	
  	
  

	
  
	
  

There	
  are	
  two	
  sherds	
  within	
  the	
  assemblage	
  of	
  black	
  gloss	
  that	
  cannot	
  firmly	
  be	
  established	
  

as	
  being	
  a	
  part	
  of	
  any	
  of	
  the	
  groups.	
  It	
  is	
  notable	
  that	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  sherds,	
  C12.51.35,	
  is	
  probably	
  quite	
  
old,	
  and	
  it	
  may	
  be	
  a	
  Greek	
  production.	
  	
  
	
  
Catalogue	
  Entry	
  

	
  

Image	
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10.13	
  

See	
  catalogue	
  entry	
  

51.35	
  

	
  
Table	
  8:	
  Sherds	
  which	
  are	
  uncategorized	
  by	
  their	
  fabric	
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Chapter Four- Catalogue
Group 1
	
  

Pale fabric, ranging from grey 5YR.8/1 to pale orange beige 10YR.8/2. The fabric is usually hard
and homogenous. The fabric has inclusions – stone, chamot, and sometimes mica. There is a
granular appearance on the surface. The glaze is dull, brown, and most often exhibiting poor
adhesion. The vaculi are less than 1 mm, with less than 1% showing, though in cases with a
higher content of inclusions, there is also a higher percentage of vaculi, ranging from 1-5%. The
following catalogue entries are loosely ordered by chronology. The two sherds which could not
be classified by Morel’s typology are at the end of the section, and are listed in no particular
order.
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Title: BG rim lip
body sherd of cup

Code: C12.23.13

Measurements: L: 6.1 cm W: 0.5 cm H:
2.9 cm

State of conservation
Glaze worn on 25% of surface on front, and there is almost none left on back. Dull and brown
BG. Chips and nicks, especially on rim.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 2.5Y.8/2
Inclusions: stone (A) 5% >1mm chamot >1mm 1%
Vaculi: >1mm 5%

Description
Inclusions visible from surface

Discussion and chronology
Morel 6214a1, c1, d1. End of 5th c. to end of 4th c. Group 1.
Cf. Gravisca ceramaic, tipo 1, tavola 1. Fr. Di orlo di kylix. Inv. 73/6330. Vano M, saggio 73/II.
Alt 2,9; D orlo ric. 18. Conservazione discrete. Argilla 3, vernice A.a. La superficie sterna
present solo una banda verniciata. Orlo dritto, indistino, a tesa piana, vasca ampia e profonda.
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Morel

	
  

Title: BG rim lip
body of cup

Code: C12.41.14

Measurements: L: 2.1 cm W: 0.3 cm H:
1.5cm

State of conservation
Rim 100% on lip. Fragment preserves very small quantity of original vessel. Fair adhesion of
gloss, dull and brown. Straight breaks. No major scratches, just wear.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/2
Inclusions: Mica >1mm 1-5% chamot >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Small thin walled body and lip fragment. Rim quite thin, flares outwards.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2231a1, 4th c., local/regional production.
Group 1.
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Title: BG base,
body sherd

Code: C12.20.2

Measurements: L: 2.6cm W: (base) 0.3cm,
(walls) 0.5cm; H: 1.3 cm

State of conservation: surface pitted, abraded, worn, coarse feeling, especially on inside
surface. Poor adhesion of gloss of dark brown, some sheen, one side may show fresh break.
Straight breaks. 1/3 of full base.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/2
Inclusions: Chamot, calcite, stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description: very shallow lip on base (0.5cm wide). Incision of “foot” base visible from
standing. Slight orange discolouration from time of production visible on upper most point of
body sherd. Dark discolouration on inside of sherd, dull brown/black. Inside may be chipped.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2512c1 4th c. Local or regional production.
Group 1.
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Title: BG rim, lip,
and base of plate

Code: C12.10.16

Measurements: H: 0.7cm; W: 0.5cm L (rim):
4.6cm

State of conservation: very small rim of a black gloss plate. Breaks on two sides are quite
straight. Chip taken out of upper right corner of back side, removing approximately 1/5 of rim of
lip. BG very worn except faintly in ridges from potter’s wheel, the front lip of the rim, and an
ancient gouge in rim on underside.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 5YR.8/1
Inclusions: very small inclusions. stone >1%, >1mm, chamot >1 % >1mm
Vaculi: 2 horizontal vaculi, around 1 mm each, circular vaculi >1mm >1%

Description: rim, lip, and body sherd of black gloss plate. Sherd’s potter’s wheel marks more
visible on underside. BG dull and close to brown. Brown slip visible on body part of sherd on
under and front side. A notch approx 0.4cm long is visible on underside lip. Black gloss is still
present in notch, suggesting it was done during production.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 1271b1 Etruscan/local
production, around 320-275 BC. Group 1
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Title: BG rim
and body
fragment of cup

Code:
C12.51.39a

Measurements: L: 5.2 cm W: 0.6 cm H: 2.0 cm

State of conservation
Poor adhesion of gloss, dull, brownish-reddish. Rim 100%, though 2cm section of inner rim
chipped or abraded off. Numerous gouges, chips, scratches. Breaks straight. Preserves around
1/5-1/4 of rim of full vessel.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/3. Core slightly more pale
in outer edges, but only very faintly
Inclusions: chamot >1mm 1-5% calcite, stones >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%
Description
Very poorly preserved black gloss. It’s brown. No lip – same width from rim to end of sherd.
Very flat rim. Quite straight vertically. Free standing when on rim.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 1. In the 6214 range. End
of 4th c. local production.
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Code: C12.51.39b
Title: BG
rim and
body of cup

Measurements: L: 3.9 cm W: (near rim) 0.5cm (body)
0.3 cm H: 3.1 cm

State of conservation
Around 1/6 of original vessel, rim 100%. Breaks relatively regular, straight. Poor preservation of
black gloss. BG mottled orange and brownish red, no black. Very numerous gouges, chips,
scratches on inside, fairly unscratched inside, though bright orange.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, slipped. Colour: 10YR.8/3
Inclusions: stone, chamot, calcite >1mm >1% Glittering faintly of mica in areas.
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Rim is flat then a millimeter decline on the internal side of the fragment, made more visible by
wearing of slip on edges. Around 2.1cm down the fragment from the rim, the walls taper and
become thinner. Slip colour very irregular.
Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 1. In the 6214 range. End
of 4th c. local production.
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Title: BG rim lip of
cup

Code: C12.14.9

Measurements: L: 5.3 cm W: 0.6 cm H:
2.2 cm

State of conservation
BG entirely missing except a very small patchy portion on top side. Rim 100% on lip. Irregular
break on orientation of rim. Straight edges. Gloss is brown – “brown gloss”. Very poor
adhesion of gloss.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, soft, homogenous core, slipped, 1mm thick, very pale. Colour: 2.5Y.6/1.
Inclusions:
>1mm >1%
Vaculi:

Description
Slip is thicker on one side of vertical cut than other side.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

7533a1, 6222a1 (range) end of 4th c. Group 1.
Local or regional production.
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Title: BG rim and lip
fragment

Code: C12.32a.6

Measurements: L: 4.8 cm W:
0.6 cm H: 2.2 cm

State of conservation:
Ceramic very pitted, coarse feeling, worn. Blackish/brownish accretions over surface, especially
core. Black gloss dull, blackish greyish brown, preserved in small patches on front, in a wider
patchy area on back and one on rim.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/1
Inclusions: calcite, stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi very very few.

Description
Straight breaks, accretions obscure much of the slipped surface.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

2775a1, beginning of 3rd c. Group 1.
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Title: BG lip rim
body of cup

Code: C12.64.28

Measurements: L: 3.3 cm W: 0.4 cm H: 2.4 cm

State of conservation
Very good adhesion of gloss, sheen on outside, shinier on inside. Gloss on outside grey-brown,
inside is grey and iridescent.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/3
Inclusions: mica, calcite (R), stone (R)
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Small fragment is around 1/15 of whole vessel rim. Not much horizontal curvature but more
vertical curvature. Perhaps a shallow dish. Ridges from production/potter’s wheel. Visible under
gloss on outside at 2mm intervals.
Discussion and chronology

Morel

Same form as C12.32.5, C12.51.38,
C12.100.14
2784b1, atelier des petites estampilles. 285
+- 20. Group 2.
Cf. Museo Faino : 28.) Tipo 2784e
Morel series very common type recovered
in excavations at Ostia. Olcese et al. Le
ceramiche a vernice nera nel IV e III
secolo a.C. dell’Ager Portuensis e di
Ostia:
notizie preliminari sulle ricerche
archeologiche e archeometriche.
International Congress of Classical
Archaeology Meetings between Cultures in
the Ancient Mediterranean, (Roma): 2008
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Title: BG rim and
body sherd

Code: C12.41.13

Measurements: L: 5.5 cm W: 0.9 cm H:
3.5 cm

State of conservation
Poor preservation of gloss – none preserved on outside of sherd, some on inside. Gloss is dull,
brown, with lighter brown streaks.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: light beige
Inclusions: stone 1mm 5 % calcite, > 1 mm >1 % chamot 1 mm 1 %
Vaculi: 1 – 3 mm 1%

Description
Rim is wider than walls, square lip.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

2981d1, around first half of 3rd c. Group 1.
Cf. 3/70. Tarquinia: Scavi sistematici
nell’abito. Campagne 1982-1988. I Materiali
1. Universita degli studi di Milano. A cura di
Cristina Chiaramonte Trere.
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Title: BG rim and body of
bowl

Code: C12.23.9

Measurements: L: 6.5 cm W: 0.6
cm H:2.8 cm

State of conservation
Very abraded and worn. Many chips, especially on bottom. Ceramic has a very rough exterior;
pitted. Almost no BG remains. Around 1/3 of rim on lip.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 2.5Y.8/2
Inclusions: chamot 1mm 1-3%; stone (R) 1-3% >1mm; mica 1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm 5%
Inclusions very visible on surface, not just core
Description
Body contains curve and flatter bottom which is heavily chipped, probably where base was
chipped off. Gloss is dull and black.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2783i1. Last half of 3rd c. Group 1.
Morel series very common type recovered in excavations
at Ostia. Olcese et al. Le ceramiche a vernice nera nel IV
e III secolo a.C. dell’Ager Portuensis e di Ostia:
notizie preliminari sulle ricerche archeologiche e
archeometriche. International Congress of Classical
Archaeology Meetings between Cultures in the Ancient
Mediterranean, (Roma): 2008
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Title: BG foot of cup

Measurements: Ø : 3.6 cm (outer), 2.2 cm
(inner), H: 1.0 cm

Code: C12.11.6

State of conservation
Very chipped with approximately 30% of foot surface retaining black gloss. Approx. 75% of
base of foot preserved. No body present.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, slip present. Colour: 7.5YR.8/2.
Inclusions: very few. Stone: > 1 mm, 1-5%
Vaculi: > 1 mm, >1 %
Gloss is dull black/dark brown. Due to how chipped and abraded the surface is, it is hard to
judge adhesion. The gloss present is not extensively worn.
Description
A foot of a small cup. On the top of the foot, the extent of the body is roughly equal with the
diameter of the foot except for one section where there is an overhang of approximately 0.4
cm. Incision done (a straight line) in wet clay at time of production on underside of foot.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 1. Morel 2527b1 220+- 40 Local or
regional.
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Title: BG rim and lip
fragment of cup

Code: C12.32a.7

Measurements: L: 3.9 cm W: 0.5 cm

State of conservation
Very small plate sherd. Poor adhesion of gloss. Rim 100% on lip. 1/20th ish of original plate.
Straight break.

Materials
Fine ware ceramic, medium- hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/3
Inclusions: calcite, stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi: very few.

Description
Gloss red, grey/red in parts. Incision of where lip meets body preserved. No gloss on rim.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 1. Morel 1281a2. 160 +-40. Local or
regional production.
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Title: BG circular
base of bowl

Code: C12.10.18

Measurements: H: 1.7cm L:3.4cm

State of conservation: ceramic is very pitted and worn and there is very little BG left (only in
crevice of central stamped star). BG is very dull and medium brown.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, slipped. Colour: 10YR8/2
Inclusions: very fine. Chamot >1% > 1 mm stone >1% >1mm
Vaculi: none visible. Outside looks very pitted.

Description: around 1/5 of a circular base with a central knob. Extensive scaling on interior
floor of bowl

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 1. Similar to 2271c1. 1st c ? probably
local or regional.
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Title: BG foot of cup

Code: C12.31.15

Measurements: L: 2.9 cm W: (foot) 0.9
cm (w/ body) 1.7cm H: 1.5 cm

State of conservation
Very little gloss preserved – along join of foot and body. Front side very chipped, removing
from ceramic body and glaze. Accretions (brownish) on underside. Poor adhesion of gloss.
Full foot preserved on maybe 1/20 of foot (rest chipping away). Very small fraction of full
fraction. Gloss is dull black.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, slipped. Colour: 5Y.8/1
Inclusions: chamot, stones (A) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Short foot of a cup. Small section of full foot preserved shows black gloss extending to 0.5cm
above bottom of foot.

Discussion and chronology

	
  

Group 1. Shape not classifiable in Morel
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Title: BG wall of a
closed vessel? Rim of
a plate

Code: C12.51.40

Measurements: 3.7cm X 4.3 cm; W:
0.6cm

State of conservation
Very gouged and chipped. Portion of fragment that may be lip and rim- rim preserved on half
of lip, though very chipped. Poor adhesion of gloss – on inner rim (?) – a small amount, on
outside, a band of it.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, heterogenous core, no slip. Colour: grey in centre, then edges of pink
(2mm). 10YR.7/1. Pink 2.5YR.7/6
Inclusions: mica, calcite, chamot, stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%
Description
Core has breaks along very numerous striations in the core, oriented lengthwise. Chips in outer
surfaces oriented horizontally. Gives appearance of numerous ridges in core. Thin band of
white on possible rim section then a band of black gloss (1cm), then another section of white
(1.3cm). Curvature from pottery wheel roughly follows band curvature.
Discussion and chronology
Shape not classifiable. Group 1.
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Group 2
	
  

Pinkish orange fabric, approximately 7.5YR.7-8/4, which is hard, homogenous, and has
inclusions. The group is characterized by the slip, which is grey and metallic, usually thinly
applied though firm, exhibiting good to very good adhesion. The slip is fairly lustrous to slightly
lustrous. The vaculi are less than 1 mm, and range from 1-5%.
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Title: BG rim and
body of cup

Code: C12.100.14

Measurements: L: 2.1 cm W: 0.5 cm H:
2.2 cm

State of conservation
Very small fragment, rim 100% on lip. Shiny, very good adhesion of gloss, black but more
slate grey, greyer on inside than outside. Scratches. Small fraction of vessel preserved – less
than 1/20?

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/2
Inclusions: chamot, mica, calcite >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Lines from wheel preserved but not regular as other similar sherds (below).

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Same form C12.32.5, C12.51.38, C12.64.28.
2146a1, beginning of 3rd c. Group 2.
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Title: BG lip and
body sherd

Code: C12.23.16

Measurements: L: 3.9 cm W: 0. 4 cm H:
2.1 cm

State of conservation
Rim preserved. Scratches in BG. Good adhesion of gloss. Metallic sheen of gloss, medium
grey.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour:
Inclusions:
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 2. Morel 2783h1. 285+-20 ateliers des
petites estampilles. Common shape shared by
all centres where ateliers des petites
estampilles productions were circulated,
including Tarquinia, Osita, and Rome.
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Title: BG rim and lip of
cup

Code: C12.100.17

Measurements: L: 3.0 cm W: 0.3
cm H: 1.2 cm

State of conservation
Very good adhesion of black gloss, rim 100%. Very small portion of full lip preserved. Shiny,
regular breaks.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/4
Inclusions: very fine fabric. Chamot >1mm >1%
Vaculi: none visible >1mm >1%

Description
Black gloss grey (lighter) almost metallic iridescence, especially on inside.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Note on paper copy: “very similar, if not exact same as
Attic cup already drawn”. Morel 2974b1. Local or
regional, probably 3rd c. BC. Group 2.
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Title: BG rim and
body of cup

Code: C12.23.10

Measurements: L: 4.6 cm W: 0.4 cm H: 3.8
cm

State of conservation
Rim and lip full preserved on body. Breaks fairly regular and straight. Very good adhesion of
gloss. Chips, some spots of wear especially on lip. Sherd preserves around 20% of cup, rim fully
preserved.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/4
Inclusions: chamot (A), calcite (A), stones (R)
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm 5%

Description
Body preserves curvature profile of cup.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 2. Morel group 2847b1, 2848a1.
Local. Around 3rd c.
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Title: BG Rim
and body of cup

Code: C12.23.18

Measurements: H: 3.0cm; W (at rim):
0.8cm, (body): 0.5cm, L: 4.8cm

State of conservation
Edges of break are regular and straight, except for chip from edge of underside (1.8 cm long).
Wear in gloss on edges of rim, but ceramic is fully preserved. Fragment preserves very little of
original vessel, perhaps 1/20th.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, slip. Colour: 10YR.8/2
Inclusions: black stone (angular) 1-5%, >1mm.
Vaculi: 1-5%, >1-1mm

Description
Gloss retains some sheen, but is dark grey. Somewhat worn at edges of potter’s wheel ridges.
There is a large pale inclusion, 0.7 mm long, visible in chipped section of ceramic, possibly
calcite? Ceramic has no lip, but rather a rim on a body.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 2. Morel 2587, 3rd c. Local/regional
production.
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Group 3
Primarily pinkish orange, approximately 7.5YR.7/4, but sometimes ranging to yellow beige
10YR.8/4. It sometimes shows inclusion (most often stone and/or chamot), and often the
granulation is exceptionally fine. Sometimes the core is mottled with pinkish orange and grey.
The gloss is firm black, showing very good or excellent adhesion, and is usually very lustrous.
The vaculi are less than 1 mm, with less than 1% showing. The sherds which could not be
classified by shape are at the end of the section, in no particular order.
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Title: BG handle (2
pieces)

Code: C12.32a.3

Measurements: L: 6.4 cm, D (min):0.9cm, D
(max): 1.9cm. H (not real): 6.0cm, W: 4.4cm

State of conservation:
Gloss is very shiny, with greenish-grey tones. Section of gloss near handle end is very black.
Handle on one side seems to have preserved surface where handle attached to vessel, but smaller
part, due to clean straight break, probably not. Very good retention of gloss, quite shiny. Some
abrasions, grey-white accretions.
Second part: handle which has been broken in the centre at top of handle (fresh). Open vessel (v.
Black and shiny), BG on arm attachments. Heights of both handles (not real) 6.0cm, W: 4.4cm.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, medium-hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 5YR.8/4
Inclusions: chamot (R), mica >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Handle fragment of BG vessel. Fairly vertical with inward angle on smaller end. Gloss only
applied on the outside of handle; untreated on inside. Piece of very black BG on end of handle
with more surface area.
Discussion and chronology
One of the oldest pieces. Probably not Attic
but shaped after Attic model. Not any later
than mid 4th c. Very similar to a range of
Attic cups: 406, 469, 471, 442. Group 3.
Black and Plain Pottery of the 6th, 5th and
4th Centuries B.C. Part 2: Indexes and
Illustrations. The Athenian Agora, Vol. 12.
American School of Classical Studies at
Athens (1970)
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Title: BG rim lip body
of cup

Code: C12.23.11

Measurements: L: 3.1 cm W: 0.4 cm
H: 1.9 cm

State of conservation
Small nicks and gouges in gloss. Very good adhesion of gloss, shiny. Rim full preserved.
Represents around 5-10% of full vessel. Black gloss is dark grey, shiny.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, heterogenous core, no slip. Colour: lip and rim 2.5YR.5/6 body
2.5YR.5/4
Inclusions: stone (R) chamot
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm 3-5%
Description
Rim and body preserves curvature of cup.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2714i2. 2nd quarter of 4th c. Archaic
Campanian A shape. Group 3.
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Title: BG body
fragment of lamp

Code: C12.10.20

Measurements: W: 0.2cm L: 1.6cm H:
1.8cm

State of conservation: small chipped portion of lamp. Outer edge of right angle has 50%
preservation. Several chips in BG. BG shiny and black, great adhesion

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, slipped. Colour: 7.5YR.8/4
Inclusions: stone (R) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: none visible

Description: right angle body edge of lamp? Maybe plate. Outer edge shows very small pale
peach coloured stripe.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 5244a1. End of 5th c., early 4th c. Attic
imitation, but Italiote or local production.
Group 3.
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Title: BG Code:
rim and lip C12.51.37
of plate

Measurements: L: 4.1 cm W: (body) 0.4cm (lip) 0.6cm H: 0.7
cm

State of conservation
Rim preserved on around half of lip; the rest removed by a large chip. Some scratches in gloss.
VERY significant adhesion of gloss, extremely shiny and smooth. Small portion of original
vessel preserved.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, heterogenous core, no slip. Colour: mostly grey clouded with pink,
especially in lip. Pink 5YR.7/4 Grey 10YR.7/2
Inclusions: mica, stone, chamot >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%
Description
Rim and lip of plate. Very fine quality of gloss. The colour, and the thinness of the sherd is
significant.

Discussion and chronology
Rim of cup 4221c1. Group
3. Middle of the 4th c. Local
or regional.
Similar to Type 12, subtype
12e, sherd number 42,
inventory number 11/22685.
Abrasions and scaling on
surface, black slip, thick
opaque matte surface, large
reddish spots on surface due
to bad firing, in Valentini,
Valeria. Gravisca: Scavi nel
Santuario Greco. Le
ceramiche a vernice nera.
Bari, 1993.
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Code: C12.84.5
Title: BG rim, body,
and handle attachment

Measurements: L: 3.3 cm W: 0.3 cm H:
2.6 cm

State of conservation
Rim 99% on lip, very good adhesion of gloss. Medium shiny. Much of inside and outside is
covered by grey cloudy accretions. 1.3 cm of handle base attachment place preserved. Handle:
1.7 X1.3 cm (oblong)
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, slipped. Colour: 5YR.7/6
Inclusions: mica; rounded stones only in handle
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Handle attachment not entirely BG – 0.5-0.6cm from body on handle attachment has no BG.
Small portion of body too. Very thin layer of BG right above handle so that under slip is
visible through thin brush stroke.
Discussion and chronology

Morel

“Type A Shape” – thin walled, pointed rim,
shallow cup. Attic imitation, categorized by
shape. Morel 4712a1, local or regional
production. 2nd half of 4th c. Group 3. Cf.
C12.84.6 – “Type A Shape”, similar quality
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Title: BG rim and
handle attachment of
cup

Code: C12.41.11

Measurements: L: 4.1 cm W: 0.4 cm H:
3.3 cm

State of conservation
Very good adhesion, black gloss is shiny. Applied thickly – paint brush marks around handle.
Minor scratches on outside, one gouged and one large chip taken out of black surface. Handle
broken off. Breaks irregular but straight. Rim ¼ preserved fully on lip.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, very hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: the lip is grey (7.5YR.7/2) and
the body is pink (2.5YR.7/6)
Inclusions: very few. Stone (R) calcite (A) mica
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%
Description
Handle attachment oriented oblong, vertically.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

4342a2. Date: 2nd half or 3rd quarter of 4th c.
Group 3. Local or regional.
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Title: BG rim and
body fragment of cup

Code: C12.51.38

Measurements: L:4.5 cm W: 0.3 cm H:
2.7 cm

State of conservation
Rim 100% on lip, preserves around 1/20 of cup. Straight regular breaks. Very good, significant
preservation of gloss, very shiny. Accretions on some gloss surface. The only scratches are
minor ones on rim. Black accretions on some core surfaces.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, medium hard, heterogenous core, no slip. Colour: Mottling of pink and grey.
5YR.7/4 and 5YR.7/3
Inclusions: stone, calcite >1mm >1%
Vaculi: very very few >1mm >1%
Description
Rim and body fragment. Rim comes to a fine point, around 1 mm wide. Orientation shallow,
suggesting a shallow cup.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 4252a1. Around 300, local/regional
production. Group 2 or 3.
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Title: BG handle

Code: C12.23.19

Measurements: D: 0.9cm; H (not real):
3.3cm; L: 4.8 cm

State of conservation
Handle preserved in entirety, but no body attachment. Scratched and gouged, but other than
surface damage, black slip is preserved well. Large chip on portion of one arm of handle which
has removed full surface of area which would have been attached to body (90% still
preserved). Other arm has full circular surface area preserved. Accretions on un-slipped areas
obscure cross sections of core, so identification of inclusions problematic. Good retention of
gloss on black slip.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/4
Inclusions: chamot: 1-5% , >1mm; stone 1-5%, >1mm; calcite >1% >1 mm
Vaculi: very few visible; perhaps >1mm >1%. One large vaculo, 0.3cm x 0.1cm. Good
adhesion of black slip, except for areas of surface damage.
Description
Full handle of BG cup. Ceramic left untreated (no black slip) on inside of handle (0.6 cm
strip).Some orange/brown discolouration on top side, and some purplish grey discolouration on
inside of handle, done at time of production. Handle mostly straight, but slightly angled
downwards. Slope of both handle ends diagonal, sloping downwards from left to right (\).
Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 3. ceramique de Gnathia. End of 4th c,
first quarter of 3rd c.
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Title: BG rip lip body
sherd BG cup

Code: C12.22.14

Measurements: L: (rim and lip) 2.8 cm W:
(body) 0.2cm, (rim+lip) 1.0cm; H: 1.9 cm

State of conservation: rim lip and body sherd. Rim preserved around 1/3 of lip. Breaks on
outer edges regular. Fresh break on outer body, around 40% removal of body and painted
surface. Nicks and chips all over.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.6/4
Inclusions: mica, calcite, chamot >1mm >1% core looks “glittery”
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description: Black gloss is still quite glossy and black.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 3. Morel 1553a1 – beginning of 3rd c.,
local or regional production.
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Code: C12.64.29
Title: BG ring base and
floor fragment of cup/bowl

Measurements: W: (floor) 1.0 cm
(foot) 1.3cm H: 1.8 cm (foot) 0.9cm

State of conservation
Just under ½ of foot and floor of Attic cup. Floor preserved on 90% of ring, base of foot 100%
preserved. Many large chips on top side. Very good adhesion of gloss, except in places of
gouging into the fabric. Sheen. Pale accretions on top.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/6
Inclusions: calcite, mica >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
No black gloss on floor of vessel. 2 concentric black rings following orientation of foot partially
visible in centre – ½ of bigger circle, outer edge only visible of other circle. Bigger one’s
diameter is 1.0 cm. Gloss not applied to bottom of foot, but on both sides, including inner side.
Foot has groove in it, around 1 mm from top of foot, all the way around.
Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 3. 1341e1, 3rd c. maybe from first half. Group 3.
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Title: BG rim and
body of cup

Code: C12.84.7

Measurements: L: 3.3 cm W: 0.3 cm H: 2.1 cm

State of conservation
Rim 90% on lip. Preserves very little part of entire body. Underside of sherd clouded by white
accretions. A few small chips but BG very good adhesion, black, shiny
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 2.5Y.7/2. Core is grey with very
faint clouds of pink.
Inclusions: calcite, stone >1mm >1% Very fine fabric.
Vaculi: None visible
Description
Black and shiny, but not as black and shiny as Attic examples.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2243b 1 – around first half of 3rd c.
2981e1 local or regional, around the 3rd c.
Group 3.
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Title: BG rim lip
body

Code: C12.84.6

Measurements: L: 3.1 cm W: 0.3 cm H: 1.9 cm

State of conservation
Very small fragment, rim 100% on lip. Black gloss very black and shiny, some accretions on
underside. Very few scratches and wear.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/4
Inclusions: stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1% very few visible

Description
Very black and shiny, similar to Attic material.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

“Type A shape”, according to Morel
Group 3. First half of the third century.
Morel 2243b1.
Cf. 84.5 “Type A Shape”, similar quality
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Title: BG rim and
body fragment of cup

Code: C12.84.9

Measurements: L: 2.1cm W: 0.3 cm H:
1.3 cm

State of conservation
Rim 100% on lip, very very small portion of full vessel. Dull shininess – not “glass like”.
Cloudy accretions. Very dark grey, not fully black.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.7/4
Inclusions: Calcite, mica >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Fine, but inside shows very subtle bands of light brown from time of production, highly likely
unintentional. Relative dullness to other rims of this kind.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 3. Morel 2243b1 – local production,
around the first half of the 3rd. c; or 2964a 1 –
local production “local type D”, around the
2nd quarter of the 2nd c.
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Title: BG Rim lip
body of cup

Code: C12.23.12

Measurements: L: 3.9 cm W: 0.4cm H:
3.3cm

State of conservation
Good conservation of gloss, very black, fairly shiny. Gloss removed not by wear, but chips and
gouges. Rim preserved on lip. 3-5% full rim of vessel preserved. Irregular breaks, but straight
edges.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/3
Inclusions: Stone, calcite
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2774c1: protocampanienne around 300 or
mid 3rd c. Group 3.
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Title: BG lip, rim, and
body fragment of cup

Code: C12.51.36

Measurements: L: 5.2cm W: (body)
0.4cm (lip) 1.0cm H: 2.1cm

State of conservation
Fragment in two separate pieces (not a fresh break). Lip 100% on rim, 25% of vessel. Good
adhesion of gloss, shiny, though large sections of chips, more scratches on outer side.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR8/6. Mostly homogenous, though some faint
mottling of grey.
Inclusions: mica, calcite, stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%
Description
Slight flaring of walls at bottom of fragments suggests fragment also preserves floor of cup. On
one fragment, which has flaring, the wall widens to 1.3cm. Floor may be preserved. Concentric
rings on floor suggest so as well. Gloss missing on lip seems to have a regular edge, suggesting
band is intentional.
Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 3. Morel 1522a1, 2nd quarter of 3rd c. or
Athenian agora 1865 (earlier – 5th or 4th c.)
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Title: BG rim, lip, wall
of cup

Code: C12.70.3

Measurements: W: 0.9 cm

State of conservation
Very good adhesion of black gloss, fairly shiny, black

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 5YR.7/4
Inclusions: mica, stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 1131a1. Around 200. Local or regional
production. Group 3.
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Title: BG rim
fragment of cup

Code: C12.32a.5

Measurements: L: 3.4 cm W: 0.4 cm H:
2.9cm

State of conservation
Small rim fragment preserving very little of full shape. Rim preserved on 100% of lip,
preserves around 1/20th of vessel. Grey-white accretions on surfaces. Gloss, very good
adhesion, very shiny.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, medium-hard, homogenous core, slipped. Colour: 7.5YR.7/4
Inclusions: mica, chamot, stones (?) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: very, very few >1mm >1%

Description
Gloss on front side very black, very shiny, while gloss on underside is dark greenish
grey/black, though still very shiny.
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Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2245b1 120+- 20 years. Campanian B
or B-oid. Group 3.

	
  

Title: BG rosette
handle

Code: C12.84.8

Measurements: L: 3.2 cm W: 0.5 cm H:
1.6 cm

State of conservation
Small fragment. Excellent adhesion of gloss, shin. Some scratches and wear especially around
molded rosette. Black. Dark accretions on core.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.7/4
Inclusions: chamot, possibly calcite >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Rosette and stem mold on outer side of handle fragment.
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Discussion and chronology

Morel

Form unclassifiable. Group 3.

None.

	
  

Title: BG plate rim
(lays flat)

Code: C12.23.23

Measurements: L: 2.9 cm W: 0.7 cm

State of conservation
Shiny black, very small, straight break, chips, very good adhesion, shiny. No slip on rim.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.7/4
Inclusions: stone (R), stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi:

Description
Small, flat sherd.

Discussion and chronology
Group 3. Cannot be categorized by shape.
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Title: BG rim of plate

Code: C12.23.22

Measurements: L: 3.0 cm W: 0.4cm H: 0
cm (it lays flat)

State of conservation
Rim is preserved on around 2/3 of lip/edge. Numerous chips and gouges, good adhesion,
shiny, black gloss.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, medium hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.7/4
Inclusions: chamot, stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Edge of plate, 1/10-1/15 of total. Band of no black slip 0.8cm in from slip along orientation of
rim. No slip (intentional?) on rim of fragment.

Discussion and chronology
Group 3. Unclassifiable in Morel. No photo.
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Code: C12.10.19
Title: BG Rim,
lip (v.small) body
frag of BG bowl
(stamped)

Measurements: H:1.6 cm; L:
2.9 cm; W: 0.6 cm

State of conservation: fragment very chipped on back side. Glaze still black and shiny on
concave part of lip and flat horizontal sections. Very chipped on all protruding sections, with half
of lip preserved on lip.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5 YR, 8/3
Inclusions: very few. Stone >1 mm >1% (miniscule). Exceptionally smooth and fine fabric.
Vaculi: No visible vaculi

Description: Rim, lip (or base), and body of BG plate/bowl. Black gloss shows good adhesion
and existing gloss is quite shiny. There are very few places that do not look chipped so it is hard
to judge adhesion on all surfaces. The lip is squat and curled. There is a palm stamp on flat side
of sherd which is 80% preserved. Judging by a very small impression to left of palm there may
have been a series of these impressions. Group 3.
Discussion and chronology
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Group 4
	
  

Pale pink 5YR.8/3-4 to warm light brown 7.5YR.7/3, and is hard, homogenous, with inclusions
(usually chamot and stone, sometimes calcite or mica). The vaculi are less than 1 mm, with less
than 1% showing. The fracture of the ceramic is most often irregular and uneven, and there are
irregularities in the surface of the ceramic which present as pits in the surface of the gloss. The
gloss is black, usually with orange mottling, especially around the base pieces. The undersides of
the feet are left unglazed but show thinly applied brush strokes which present as light orange
marks. The glaze wears badly along the wheel turn marks, showing cracks and pits along the
orientation of the marks. The glaze is firm though sometimes thinly applied, shows fair to very
good adhesion, and the lustre ranges from dull to some sheen. The sherds that are unclassifiable
by shape are listed at the end of the section, in no particular order.
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Title: BG rim, lip,
wall of cup

Code: C12.70.6

Measurements: L: 3.3 cm W: 0.4 cm H:
2.3 cm

State of conservation
Black gloss shows very good adhesion, shiny. Thick white/grey accretions obscure front
surface. Rim 50% on lip. Small portion of full rim preserved.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/4
Inclusions: mica, maybe calcite (accretions make ID difficult)
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Lip has protruding rim, then 2 faint protruding grooves under rim. Horizontal curvature very
subtle. Top of rim quite straight.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 4. Morel 6213b1. “Italiote” or local. 4th

c.
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Title: BG lip of fish
plate (but unsure)

Code: C12.32.3+4

Measurements: L: 3.5 cm W: (body) 0.6
cm (lip) 0.4cm H: 2.4 cm

State of conservation
Piece is broken into 2 pieces (not fresh). Fair adhesion of black gloss on inside/underside, poor
on underside. Rim 100% on lip. Regular breaks. Breaks on bottom, edge seem to be a join to
horizontal surface. Gloss has sheen.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/3
Inclusions: mica (R) stones (R) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
2 pieces of a fish plate lip. Breaks are regular on sides and bottom and straight. Bottom of
sherds flare out slightly.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

There is no exact fit – sherd has more ridges
from potter’s wheel than any example. The
closest type is smoother. The ridges are likely
unintentional. Either 2411a1 (ceramique de
teano, ~300 +-25) or 2411b1 (local, 310 +20). Group 4
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Title: BG foot of ring
base and small
amount of body (cup)

Code: C12.32.6

Measurements: L: 4.8 cm W (foot) 0.8 cm
(body) 0.6cm H: 0.8 cm

State of conservation
Very chipped and worn. Large chip (1.9cm) taken out of outer edge of foot. Good adhesion of
gloss, not extensive wear, except for chips in fabric.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, slipped. Colour: 7.5YR.7/2
Inclusions: stones, chamot >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Slip more pink than fabric. Gloss has almost greenish/iridescent sheen. Orange brown mottling
on body sherd (outside) and along foot. Inside, not glossed. Black gloss unevenly applied to
foot – uneven line. 1.1 cm of body, 1.2 cm of centre base.
Discussion and chronology

Morel

Closed vessel, something small like a
lekythos or small jug. Closed vessel. Maybe
Morel 5363b1. Group 4.
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Title: BG rim, lip, body of
cup

Code: C12.14.4

Measurements: L: 3 cm W: 0.4cm
H: 2 cm; 2.9 cm

State of conservation: rim preserved on 90% of lip. Straight regular breaks vertically, horizontal
fairly regular. Wear in gloss especially on rim, 1.5 x 1 cm. Spot of no gloss on front side, chips,
gouges, good adhesion of gloss.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, medium- hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/4
Inclusions: chamot, calcite, stones (R) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description: gloss has almost metallic sheen, though still black. May be small orange spot on
front side, approx. 2mm, done at time of production.

Discussion and chronology
Around Morel 2787, 3rd c. type. Group 4.
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Title: BG rim lip body
of cup

Code: C12.14.6

Measurements: L: 2.7cm W: 0.4 cm H:
3.3 cm

State of conservation
Rim preserved on ½ of lip. Gloss black, very good adhesion, dull with some sheen. Gouges and
chips, especially on rim.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, medium- hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 5YR.8/4
Inclusions: mica, stones
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: very small >1mm >1%
Fabric greyer in around 1 cm of rim, from rim and body core.
Description
Ridges from potter’s wheel present

Discussion and chronology
2767b1, local regional production, 3rd. c. Group
4.
Morel
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Title: BG lip rim
body sherd

Code: C12.23.15

Measurements: L: 3.0 cm W: 0.4 cm H:
1.8 cm

State of conservation
Rim full preserved on lip save for one chip on inner part of rim. Very good adhesion of gloss
on inner surface, many chips, scratches, gouges on outer side. No wear spots.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: most homogenous, but in lip there
is a central core of light grey.
Inclusions: stone (A) 1%, chamot
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%
Description

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 4. Morel 2712b1. 300 +- 30 years,
local or regional production.
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Title: BG foot and
body and cup

Code: C12.32a.4

Measurements: L: 6.3 cm W (foot): 1.0
cm (wall) 0.5cm; H: 2.0 cm

State of conservation
Foot is about 1/3 of full foot. Very good adhesion of black gloss, some sheen. 1.5cm of body
fragment attached. Clean straight breaks. Numerous grey accretions.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, mostly homogenous but with sections of grey, slipped. Colour:
7.5YR.7/3
Inclusions: calcite, mica, stone, chamot >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%
Description
Foot and body sherd fragment. There are portions of two palmettes or rosettes (stamped) on
top side of fragment. The underside shows extensive orange mottling from time of production.
No gloss on rim or within centre of foot.
Discussion and chronology

Morel

1113a1 300+- 30 years, or 4252a1. Group 4.
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Title: BG full
ring base, floor,
bowl of cup

Code: C12.100.18

Measurements: D: 6.0cm W: (walls) 0.4
cm (floor) 0.8cm H: 3.1 cm (foot) 0.8cm

State of conservation
100% of foot. Some body fragment - one piece preserves floor and wall, approximately 5.0cm
long from foot. Good preservation of gloss, scratched and gouged, gloss very faint sheen,
underside dull. Black-brown.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/4
Inclusions: stone (R) >1mm 1% chamot (A) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: between 0.5m – 1 cm long, 1-5% smaller ones >1mm >1%

Description
Extensive orange/red/brown mottling on underside of ceramic. Foot glazed, but not interior save
for accidental dripping and slopping during production.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 1642b1, local or regional 220 +-30. Group
4.
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Title: BG foot, v.
small bowl (body)

Code: C12.20.3

Measurements: L: 4.2cm W: (foot) .9,
(body) .5cm; H: 1.6 cm

State of conservation: 2/5 (almost ½) of foot. Very small portion of body/bowl fragment.
Bottom rim 90% on foot. Irregular breaks of body, roughly defined by curve of foot. Gloss
black/grey, dull, good adhesion. Faint accretions.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 5YR.8/3
Inclusions: mica (A), stones (R) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: very fine paste. >1mm >1%

Description: Slip is orange on foot and evident on underside of small body sherd. Ranges from
red to light orange. Gloss has slight orange-ish mottling on top side. Body fragments extends
vertically 0.5cm from base.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

4714a1, 200-150 BC. Group 4.
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Title: BG rim and
body sherd

Code: C12.23.17

Measurements: L: 1.8 cm W: 0.4 cm H:
3.8 cm

State of conservation
Good preservation of black gloss, numerous scratches and nicks. Gloss is black, has sheen. Lip
100% on rim. Perhaps 1/20th of original vessel, wide mouthed vessel.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: grey-brown
Inclusions: calcite, chamot, stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 4. Morel 2862b1. Around the middle of
the first half of the 2nd c.
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Title: BG rim, lip,
body of cup

Code: C12.31.14

Measurements: L: 4.4 cm W: (rim)
0.4 cm (body) 0.3cm H: 3.4 cm

State of conservation
Numerous chips and scratches of BG, but good adhesion. Better preserved on underside. Fairly
shiny. Rim preserved on 100%. Preserves only small fraction of original vessel.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous, but some areas where its grey and pink. Sherd is mostly
pink, lip tips grey (light) no slip. Colour: pink (5YR.8/4)
Inclusions: calcite, stone, mica >1mm >1%
Vaculi >1mm >1%
Description
Sherd has uniform colour, shiny, irregular breaks. Sherd core seems to have a fissure/2 layers in
core split down middle. Visible throughout all core surfaces. Chips break along that line.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2912a1. Campanian A 150/40. Group 4.
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Title: BG lip, rim body
of plate

Code: C12.23.8

Measurements: L: 5.9 cm W:
0.4 cm H: 0.6cm

State of conservation
Rim has 3 chips, leaving around 50% of rim on lip. Breaks fairly straight and regular. Overall
poor adhesion of gloss, with greater loss on underside. Gloss is dark with some sheen.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 5YR.7/4
Inclusions: stone, calcite, chamot
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: 1-2mm, 5%

Description
BH painted lip rim and body. BG is visible over all surfaces but much worn, and on the front, 4
faint intentionally made red lines are visible, flowing the curvature of the plate. There may also
be one on the underside though accretions obscure the interpretation.
Discussion and chronology

Morel

Very similar form to 1531e1 (2nd half of 2nd c.) Local or
regional production. Etrusquisante area. Group 4.
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Title: BG Frag of base
and body of open vessel
– plate or bowl

Code: C12.10.17

Measurements: H (foot): 0.7cm (full):
1.6cm; L: 4.8cm; W (base no foot) 0.6cm
(body): 0.4cm

State of conservation: half of a circular base and small section of the inclining body of BG
ceramic. Base is missing half of its foot but it stands securely. Vertical breaks are mostly
straight. Glaze exhibits good adhesion, with a few scratches. Many accretions on outside. Base
preserves ½ of original base.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/4
Inclusions: very small. chamot, mica, stone (?) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%
BG : good adhesion but dull
Description: circular base and small body fragment of open shaped BG vessel. There is a rosette
stamp on centre of base, which is preserved except for around 1/8 of stamp which is cut off at
edge of fragment. There are red splotches and missing sections of glaze on underside of ceramic
in centre of base done at time of production.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 1531e1. 2nd half of the 2nd c. Local or
regional production. Group 4
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Title: BG lip
fragment of cup

Code: C12.10.13

Measurements: L: 2.7 cm; W: 0.5 cm; H:
1.9 cm

State of conservation
Not exceptionally fragile, though one side exhibits a straight fresh break. Underside: upper and
lower sections have large chips from fragment which has removed a significant portion from
the width. Gloss: fair adhesion, with the upper concave portion of the front side retaining
around 80% of the gloss. Black slip is dulled and browned.
Material
Fine ware; hard; homogenous core. Colour: 10YR.6/4. Inclusions: chamot: 1%, >1 mm, calcite
>1%, > 1 mm. Vaculi: 1%, > 1 mm.

Description
Very small fragment of lip. Broken at point where lip meets the body of the cup. The rim is
only preserved on 2 mm of the lip. Some fresh breaks. Lip represents 1/10 or 1/15 of the
original cup circumference.

Discussion and chronology

Unclassified fabric. Difficult to establish Morel type. Similar to 1443a1. Local production?
Camp. A? Probably not based on slip. End of 2nd c.- beginning of 1st ? Morel is unsure.
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Title: BG ring
base/foot of open
vessel

Code: C12.41.16

Measurements: L: 6.6 cm W (walls) 0.5cm,
(base) 1.0 cm H: 3.4 cm

State of conservation
Scratches and grey accretions over entire surface. Gloss has very good adhesion, some sheen.
Base preserves around 1/5th or 1/6th of original. Lip 100% on foot.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, very hard, homogenous core, slipped. Colour: 10YR.7/2 Base colour:
7.5YR.8/2. Foot is more pink, walls are grey.
Inclusions: calcite (A), mica (A), stone (R) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%
Description
Foot has BG irregularly applied, mottled with orangey brown. Body of base extends between 3.9
to 1.7cm from foot. None of centre part of ring is preserved.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 4. 1461b1 first half to the middle of
the 1st c. Local or regional production.
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Title: BG irregular
BG body sherd

Code: C12.22.17

Measurements: W: 0.2-0.4cm; 2.1x2.2 cm

State of conservation: irregular body sherd of BG. A few gouges and losses in BG on both
sides. Edges of breaks relatively straight. BG black and dull.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/3
Inclusions: chamot, stone >1mm >1% Somewhat “glittery”
Vaculi: very, very few >1% >1mm

Description
Irregular shaped body sherd of BG. Pressed/stamped decoration on one side – diagonal thin
lines pressed between lines of either wheel made marks or more decoration. Losses and
gouges, orange splotches on underside from time of production.
Discussion and chronology

No Morel classification

Not classifiable by shape. Group 4.
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Title: BG body lip
and rim

Code: C12.70.4

Measurements:
None taken

State of conservation
Scratches and gouges. Very good adhesion of gloss on underside. Quite abraded on front side.
Full rim not preserved on lip.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, very hard, heterogenous core, slipped. Colour: Pink: 7.5YR.7/3. 2.5Y.7/1
Inclusions:
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description

Discussion and chronology

No Morel classification

Shape not classifiable. Group 4.
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Title: BG decorated
body sherd

Code: C12.22.16

Measurements: L: 2.9cm W 0.7-0.3: cm

State of conservation: unidentifiable body sherd of BG. Irregular breaks. Chips and losses in
BG, but overall most gloss present. BG dull and brown.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/4
Inclusions: very few. Chamot (A) stones >1mm >1%
Vaculi:

Description: irregular BG body sherd. Stem and leaf design oriented along curve of potter’s
wheel mark. 2 spots of irregularity (orange splotches) done at time of production on underside.

Discussion and chronology

No Morel classificiaton

Group 4; cannot be classified by shape.
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Group 5
	
  

Warm light brown, 7.5-10YR.7-8/3-4, with a hard fabric, and inclusions (>1-5%, >1-5mm, most
often chamot and stone). The fabric often has pits and surface irregularities. The gloss is dark
brown, applied thinly to medium firmly, and is dull with some sheen. Adhesion of the gloss is
fair to very good.
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Title: BG base, foot,
pedestal of cup

Code: C12.31.16

Measurements: L: 6.2 cm W: (foot)
0.9 cm (walls) 0.7cm H: 3.5 cm

State of conservation:
Base ½ of whole foot. Gloss only preserved in upper part of pedestal. Rest of ceramic not
treated. Fair adhesion of gloss and slightly transparent in areas giving gloss a reddish tinge.
Broken cleanly on bottom, irregularly on top at narrow part.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, very hard, homogenous core, slipped (worn, but visible) . Colour: 7.5YR.7/4
Inclusions: calcite (A) >1mm >1% , stone (A) >1mm 1-5 %
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Half of a pedestal base. Uneven band of black which original area is unknown due to break.

Discussion and chronology
Very similar to sherd 965 in Black and Plain Pottery
of the 6th, 5th and 4th Centuries B.C. Part 2: Indexes
and Illustrations. The Athenian Agora, Vol. 12.
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
(1970)
Dates to late 6th – 2nd quarter 5th c., although smaller
examples were found in Kerameikos in around ~420
BC. There is a close parallel in Spina, where
production continued into the 2nd quarter of 5th c. (p.
141)
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Title: BG cup, rim
and body

Code: C12.22.15

Measurements: L: (rim) 3.9cm W: 0.1cm cm; H:
2.4cm, D:21cm

State of conservation: rim and body of BG cup. Straight regular breaks on sides and bottom.
Numerous gouges, scratches and losses in BG.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/3
Inclusions: chamot mica stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description:
Very regular (straight) rim and body sherd. BG is dulled and brown. Poorer adhesion of BG on
inside than outside. More abrasion on surface on inner rim.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2173b1. End of 4th-3rd c. Local or
regional production. Morel “local group
D” Group 5.
Comparable to vessel numbers 17 and 18
(More 2173B1) from the Museo Faino di
Orvieto (Schippa, Ferruccio, Museo
Claudio Faina di Orvieto: Ceramica a
vernice nera – Catalogo regionale dei
beni culturali dell’Umbria. Umbria
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(1990), p. 33) manufactured in possibly
Toscana? Volterra? Both are decorated
with a procession scene on the inside of
the vessel. Date: 220+-30

	
  

Title: BG ring base of
cup (open vessel)

Code: C12.32.7

Measurements: L: 4.7 cm W: (foot at join to
base) 1.2cm, (foot rim) 0.5cm, (body wall)
0.8cm H: 2.0 cm

State of conservation
Numerous chips, gouges, scratches over entire surface. Gloss has some sheen, fair adhesion.
Extensive abrasion on lip of rim but rim fully preserved. 1/3 of original foot preserved. More
base/middle fragment preserved (around half)

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, slipped. Colour: 7.5YR.8/3
Inclusions: calcite, stones (R) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Concentric circles from production very visible. Centre of base half visible. Gloss irregularly
applied to foot: blotchy underside of base has splashes of brownish gloss.
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Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 1. Morel 1274b1. North central
Etruscan production area. 320-275.

	
  

Code: C12.10.15
Title: BG rim
and body
fragment of bowl

Measurements: H: 3.3cm; W: 0.5cm; rim L:5.3cm
body: 3.2-4.5cm

State of conservation: lip and body fragment of black gloss bowl. Rim of sherd fully preserved,
but body is chipped and tapers more narrowly. Black gloss only present in small quantities on
edge of rim and inward curve on front side.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.7/3.
Inclusions: very few. Stone >1mm >1%; calcite: >1 mm >1%; mica >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%. Black gloss: very poor adhesion.

Description
Rom and body fragment of black gloss bowl. Gloss very poorly preserved.
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Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2845a1 300+-50 local or
regional.Group 5.

	
  

Title: BG lip and
body fragment

Code: C12.10.14

Measurements: H: 3.6 cm; L: 3.5 cm; W:
0.6 cm

State of conservation
Small lip and body fragment. Rim fully preserved on lip, but several small gouges. The breaks
are fairly regular but the underside has more chip surface area. The gloss has fair adhesion on the
front side, it being scratched off on the most protruding sections, and good preservation on the
underside.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5 YR.7/4
Inclusions: Very few. Chamot: > 1 mm; > 1%.
Vaculi: >1%, > 1 mm. Black slip: dull, dark brown/almost black

Description
Lip, rim, and body fragment of black gloss cup.
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Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2621J1, 280+-25. Group 5. Small very
typical “group 96” first identified in Rome.
Morel series 2146 very common type recovered
in excavations at Ostia. Olcese et al. Le
ceramiche a vernice nera nel IV e III secolo a.C.
dell’Ager Portuensis e di Ostia:
notizie preliminari sulle ricerche archeologiche
e archeometriche. International Congress of
Classical Archaeology Meetings between
Cultures in the Ancient Mediterranean, (Roma):
2008
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Title: BG rim
lip body

Code: C12.23.14

Measurements: L: 2.0 cm W: 0.5 cm H: 2.1 cm

State of conservation
Rim preserved on 85% of lip. Sherd edges straight, break very irregular. Rim very small. Gloss
very chipped. BG is dark brown/almost black, somewhat shiny (uniform sheen).
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/3
Inclusions: calcite (1%), chamot, mica (1-5%) >1mm
Vaculi: >1mm 1%

Description
Small rim with a long body sherd that preserves lengthwise and widthwise curvature. Very slight
reddish tinge in gloss – 2 spots on front, one on back of cloudy red-orange.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 5. Morel 2771c1 “pre campanian
A shape”, around 300 BC.
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Title: BG plate – rim
lip and body

Code: C12.22.13

Measurements: L: 5.4cm W: 0.3cm; H: 1.7
cm

State of conservation: rim lip and body sherd. Fragment intact and breaks are straight. A few
nicks and losses in black gloss, and a large irregularity on the front side, gloss, probably having
at time of production. Rim fully preserved.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.7/4
Inclusions: calcite, chamot >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description: rim lip and body sherd of a BG plate. There is a large irregularity, semi circular
“wipe” on lip and rim of plate. No visible decoration. Gloss quite dull and brown.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

3rd-2nd c. local production. 200 +-50. Morel
1315d1. Group 5.
Similar to number 1651 (86-79-2) in
Cristofani, M. et al. Cerveteri, 4. Vigna
Parrocchiale. Scavi 1983 - 1989. Il santuario,
la "residenza" e l'edificio ellittico. Consiglio
nazionale delle ricerche. (Roma): 2003, p.
148-149

Similar to tavola 6, type 12, fragment 41, inv:
72/13149. Chipping and scaling in black slip,
dense finish with metallic reflection. In
Valentini, Valeria. Gravisca: Scavi nel
Santuario Greco. Le ceramiche a vernice
nera. Bari, 1993
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Title: BG ring
base foot and
body fragment
of cup

Code: C12.41.15

Measurements: L: 5.6 cm W (walls) 0.8 cm (0.9cm)
H: 2.0 cm

State of conservation
Foot preserves 1/3 of total foot, lip 100% on foot. Top of body/bowl attachment is very gouged,
foot in very good structural condition. Gloss dull and brown, good adhesion.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/3
Inclusions: mica, stone (R) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Body 2.1cm from foot. No centre base in ring preserved. Irregular breaks. Gloss mottled
brown/orange on underside of base and foot.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2653 (although a bit
rounder) or Morel 2613.
Around 175 BC. Group 5.
Other notes: 1443 g1; 1774d1
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Title: BG foot and
body fragment

Code: C12.11.5

Measurements: H: 2.5 cm; L: 5.8 cm; W
(body): 0.6cm, (foot):1.1cm

State of conservation
Foot preserves approx. 25% of original foot. Chipped, scratched, gouged over entire surface.
There seems to be a fresh break on one edge of foot and body. Gloss is black, dull, and except
for surface damage, does not show signs of wear. Gloss better preserved on upper side of
fragment than the under side. All edges of fragment are chipped.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 7.5YR.8/3
Inclusions: chamot 1% >1 mm; calcite (angular) >1% >1 mm; stones (rounded) : 1% >1mm
Vaculi: very few. >1mm >1%

Description
Foot and partial body fragment of a cup. Body fragment 2.3cm long from foot. 1.4 cm of
fragment from centre of foot preserved. Extensive orange/brown discolouration in gloss done at
time of production on underside of fragment, especially on outer rim of foot.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 4. Morel 2613a1 – local or regional,
dated to around 175.
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Group 6
	
  

Pale yellowish brown, 10YR.7-8/3-4, hard, homogenous, and always has calcite, usually mica
and/or stone, and sometimes chamot. The gloss is black, and is usually firm but applied thinly. It
is often dull, though sometimes exhibits sheen. The gloss wears badly along wheel turn marks,
and there are pits and irregularities in the gloss.
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Title: BG disk base

Code: C12.51.41

Measurements: L: 5.4cm W: (centre of
base) 0.5 cm (with floor) 1.0cm H: 1.0
cm D: 4.8cm

State of conservation
Around 2/3 of disk base, with a few small body/floor attachments. Fair adhesion of gloss,
scratches, chips, some gouges, especially on top surface. Gloss black, dull. Irregular breaks.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, medium hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/4
Inclusions: calcite, chamot >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Disk base. Centre of concentric circles on base from production visible on bottom, a good
indicator of its completeness. BG applied over entire disk base, including around 3mm around
edge on bottom. Very small fraction of body attached, around 1cm max.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 5221a1 local or regional production from
the first half of the 4th c. Group 6.
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Title: BG rim and lip
of (angled) plate

Code: C12.100.12

Measurements: L: 2.7 cm W: (floor) 0.7
cm (lip) 0.2-0.3cm H: 1.8 cm

State of conservation
Very small fragment of plate – only approximately 0.5cm of upper floor, 1 cm of underside
floor. Very good adhesion of gloss, worn on rim and line where lip meets floor on underside.
Gloss dull, med. Brown, almost dark olive green.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/2
Inclusions: stone (A), mica >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Irregular breaks, plate with lip and rim. Ridges from potter’s wheel (1-2mm intervals) visible
through gloss on outer edge.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 6. 7221a1. 2nd quarter to middle of 3rd c.
From “Etruscan area” (Morel p. 72).
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Title: BG rim lip
body of cup

Code: C12.100.11

Measurements: L: 4.7 cm W: (wall) 0.7
cm (lip) 0.9 H: 4.7 cm

State of conservation
Lip/rim 75% on body. Gouges and chips but no wearing through of gloss. Gloss has sheen, is
black. Straight edges, fairly regular breaks. Wear/abrasion mostly on 2 rims of lip.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/3
Inclusions: mica, chamot, stone (A), calcite (A) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Double rimmed lip with central groove – internal and external groove. 3.2 from top of lip,
there is an abrupt fanning of body, also indicated by a thick ridge in fabric. Lines from potter’s
wheel very visible in black gloss.
Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 7214a1. Beginning of 3rd c. Local or
regional. Group 6.
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Title: BG Rim,
lip, body of BG
cup

Code: C12.31.13

Measurements: L: 8.0 cm W: (wall) 0.3
cm (lip) 0.6cm H: 3.8 cm

State of conservation
Gloss is black with some sheen. Rim 100% preserved on lip. Numerous scratches in BG, with
whitish grey accretions, especially on front. Preserves on around 1/8 or 1.6th of original vessel.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour (2): light grey, and 2.5YR7/3. Except
for rim, core is more grey than pink
Inclusions: chamot, calcite (1%) , stones >1mm >1%
Vaculi >1mm >1%
Description
Irregular breaks. Area of pale cloudy discolouration on front side. Black slip very thin – it is
clear to see treatments and texture of ceramic through glaze.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2672e1. Etruria or Latium. 310-275. Morel
hesitantly suggests ateliers des petites estampilles.
Group 6.
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Title: BG lip,
rim body
fragment of cup

Code: C12.41.12

Measurements: L: 4.9 cm W: (body) 0.6cm (rim) 1.3
cm H: 2.7 cm

State of conservation
Rim 100% on lip. Preserves small fraction of original vessel. Preserves small fraction of original
vessel. Fair adhesion of gloss on inside quite scratched and gouged on outside (around 50%),
same as gloss on lip. Straight even breaks. Accretions on core surface. Gloss still has sheen,
almost iridescent.
Piece is in two fragments. Other piece: L: 3.5cm H: 2.0cm W: same as other one
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.7/4
Inclusions: mica, calcite, stone >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
On outside gloss is applied 0.6cm down from rim which due to regularity of line seems
intentional. Gloss is fully applied on inside. The walls/body (2.5cm down from rim) quite
straight – not much curvature in body apparent.
Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 1521a1, 1522a1. Group 6.
285 +-20, or the second quarter of
the 3rd c.
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Title: BG rim lip of
cup

Code: C12.14.8

Measurements: L: 2.2 cm W: 0.4 cm H:
1.9 cm

State of conservation
Rim 100% on lip, very small portion of original vessel. Very good adhesion of gloss, black,
shiny, but not jet black. Gouges, scratches in gloss, regular break on one side, irregular on
other
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/1
Inclusions: One large inclusion, 1mm of calcite, not evident anywhere else. 1 large inclusion,
1mm, both in horizontal break of sherd. Otherwise paste is very fine. Stone, chamot
>1mm>1%
Vaculi very very small.
Description

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 6. Morel 2243a1. Local or regional,
around 300 BC.
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Title: BG rim and lip
of cup

Code: C12.14.5

Measurements: L: 3.6cm, W: 0.5cm, H:
2.3cm. D: unsure, but larger.

State of conservation: rim preserved on ½ of lip, perhaps ½ of full vessel. Large portion of
accretion, thick on underside, chips, gouges, wear on top side. Better condition on underside.
Black, shiny, a bit dull.

Material
Fine ware ceramic, med-hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/4
Inclusions: chamot, mica, calcite >1mm >1%
Vaculi:

Description. Sherd, uniform gloss.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2913c1. Local/regional production, end
of 3rd. C. Group 6.
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Title: BG lip, rim,
body of cup

Code: C12.14.7

Measurements: L: 3.2cm W: 0.4cm H:
2.1cm

State of conservation: wear in gloss on front side, approx. 60% of gloss remains, wear on rim,
full preservation on reverse. Black gloss dull but fair preservation. Straight regular breaks. Rim
100% on lip.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/3
Inclusions: mica 1-5% (A), calcite (A), stones (A) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: 1%, >1mm

Description very faint red mottling, small area on back and front. Lip and body curved but
same thickness.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 2914a1. Aire etrustiquisante 2nd c. To
around the first half of the century. Group 6.
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Title: BG ring base,
circular foot of
cup/open vessel

Code: C12.64.30

Measurements: L: 8.7 cm W(floor) 1.0 cm
H: 2.3 cm D of foot: 5.6cm

State of conservation
Ring foot and attaching floor 100% preserved. Max length of floor preserved 2.2cm. Only a few
chips, some scratches, mostly general wear. Gloss has sheen, but grey (almost purplish), centre
of ring (D: 5.3 cm) best adhesion. White accretions, especially on underside.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, slipped. Colour: 10YR.8/2
Inclusions: chamot- one 1mm rounded inclusion, the rest >1mm >1% stone (R+A), mica
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%
Description
Full ring base and foot, entire floor over base preserved. Four stamps in centre of base with no
discernible pattern. Stamps are the same – a face- though one is obscured by a large gouge –
possibly fresh. Underside has orangey-brown splotches from time of production. Foot and centre
of foot left unglazed. Centre of foot under floor fairly parallel with ground, with slight curvature.
Discussion and chronology

Morel

Morel 1174c1. Probably Etruscan production.
1st half of 2nd century. Group 6.
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Title: BG rim lip and
body of cup

Code: C12.64.27

Measurements: L: 5.0 cm W(lip) 0.6 cm
(rim) 0.5 cm H: 3.9 cm

State of conservation
Very scratched, quite deep gouges, abrasion and war over entire surface, though pretty good
adhesion of gloss. Rim more worn. Rim 100% preserved on lip. Preserves around 1/20 or 1/15
of vessel. Gloss has some sheen, black. Irregular breaks.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/3 Some irregular mottling
of light pink in core.
Inclusions: stone, calcite >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%
Description
Quite a straight sherd – curvature vertically not very clear. Very slight outward flair of lip.

Discussion and chronology

Morel

Group 6. Morel 2553a1. Middle or third
quarter of 2nd c. “Type 4” found at Cosa
(Reynolds Scott, Ann. Cosa: The Black Gloss
Pottery 2. University of Michigan Press,
(New York): 2008, p. 33)
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Title: BG inscribed
body sherd

Code: C12.100.16

Measurements: L: 1.7cm W:0.4 cm

State of conservation
Very small fragment of body. Very good adhesion of gloss, shiny, grey-black gloss, a tiny bit
iridescent.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/3
Inclusions: mica, calcite, stone (A) >1mm >1%
Vaculi: >1mm >1%

Description
Tiny body sherd with 2 parallel inscribed lines 0.4 mm apart

Discussion and chronology

No Morel classification

Form cannot be classified. Group 6.
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Title: BG handle of
ewer (?)

Code: C12.51.42

Measurements: L: 6.9 cm W: (outer ridges
of handle) 1.3; inner dip 1.0 cm

State of conservation
Attachment spot of handle to body present on lower attachment of handle; irregular break on
upper attachment. Numerous places of abrasion especially on higher ridges of handle. Poor to
fair adhesion of gloss. Fair in centre portion of handle, poor on higher parts. Gloss black shiny.
Around 90% of handle preserved.
Material
Fine ware ceramic, hard, homogenous core, no slip. Colour: 10YR.8/3
Inclusions: stone (R), mica, calcite (R)
>1mm >1%
Vaculi: a large vacula (0.7cm long) and 2 smaller ones, 1mm. Very few vaculi otherwise.

Description
Portion of black gloss handle. Lines from brush visible in centre curve of handle.

Discussion and chronology

No Morel classification

Thick in proportion to curvature, suggesting
functional use. No image. Group 6.
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Chapter Five

Circulation and production of black gloss pottery at Caere
	
  

To relate these results to the wider context of production, the question remains, very
generally, what happened to local production during and after the expansion of Roman
hegemony into Caere. It has been seen that within this assemblage, there is a move towards
simpler, more standardized vessel types. In addition, three of the groups were relatively short
lived in their production, while the other three groups experienced longer-term periods of
production. Was the introduction of new types a result of a new population moving into the area?
Was it a sign that the same people were buying different things? As fortunes shifted from Caere
to Rome, how did this affect the production centres of black gloss ceramics?
Angelo Stanco (1994) tackles these questions by examining the production of black gloss
ceramic by the ateliers des petites estampilles, first identified and defined by Morel. He
reorganizes Morel’s Ceramique campanienne by areas of production in ancient Italy (ateliers des
petites estampilles, Faliscan, Tarquinian, Caeretan, Volterran, Campanian, Etruscan, and
Sicilian) and, working with material recently excavated in South Etruria, he adds new entries into
the morphological repertoire. Stanco generates a chronology of the products of ateliers des
petites estampilles by dividing them into five micro phases throughout the third century BCE. He
challenges Morel’s assertion that this production was only active from the end of the fourth
century to 275 BCE and that it was the product of numerous workshops within Rome. Stanco
claims that there were more workshops producing this class of black gloss ceramic in a large area
of South Etruria and Latium, and that they were active for a longer period of time than asserted
by Morel. Stanco also describes what he sees as the black gloss and fabric variations between the
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productions of major settlements during the rise of Rome. He identifies production centres
primarily by clay type using the naked eye: Caeretan clay had a pale fabric, yellow to lighter
brown, rarely pinkish, and usually without spots, was hard, irregular, and granular, was well
depurated with small grains of volcanic sand and white/opaque grains, and always contained
extremely small shiny inclusions and rarely very small vaculi. In addition to identifying the
production centres by eye, he asserts that there were a number of visual characteristics peculiar
to Caeretan ceramics. The majority of production was irregular, being poorly smoothed. The
walls of such vessels were generally thin and usually lacked ridges. Gloss was applied by
immersion and varied in quality. The feet of Caeretan vessels were almost always unpainted as
well as lower parts of the wall, and they often exhibit stack marks from being placed directly on
top of one another. Stanco further claims that production in kilns tended to be sloppy and
Caeretan potters were not especially skilled, producing wares for local consumption.
The Roman production, instead, is described as very shiny, dark bluish with very few dark olive
spots, with a fabric that was hard and light brown to light grey. The walls are thicker, especially
near the foot, and profile of the foot is often rectangular. There are often ribs or facets visible on
the outside of the vessel walls, and most examples are high quality. The lower quality vessels are
not as shiny and have reddish brown spots.
About the issue of the relationship between the production of Rome and that of Caere, he
theorizes during the first two of his five phases of production of ateliers des petites estampilles
production was centered on Caere, thereafter exclusively on Rome.
These phases are organized primarily on qualitative analysis of stamps. He relates the
evolution of stamps with historical events and bases his groups on the style of stamps found on
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each ceramic, but he does not discuss in detail the distinction criteria between each chronological
phase. Stanco proposes that there are three main phases in the Caeretan production of this
stamped ware. In the first phase, dating from 320-290 BCE, the forms within this group are
especially kylikes, cups with curved walls, almost always decorated with stamps (Morel
2783/84, 2787), and cups with turned-out rims (Morel 2621, 2672). Morel 321a was the standard
foot profile but there are many variables; they are usually flat, slightly rounded, or sometimes
somewhat pointed. Stanco states that the stamps are of good quality, and there was an attempt at
standardization. The stamps are small and no more than five millimeters in diameter. Pressed or
in relief, they are sharp and defined; the palmettes depicted are either oval or circular; and there
are four of them arranged on the floor of the vessel either in a circle or in a cross. This phase of
the output of ateliers des petites estampilles is what Stanco follows Morel in calling
protocampanienne. The second phase dates from 290-280 BCE. The ceramic forms within this
group are the same as phase one, but the stamps are less defined and have less volume. The
stamps are of palmettes, rosettes, or “eye of dice”, all set within ovals. They are in relief, and
there is less organization in the ordering of the stamps, though they continue to face in the same
direction. This phase marks the dissolution of the protocampanienne production. During the third
phase, dating from 280-265 BCE, Stanco asserts that it is difficult to identify production as either
Roman or Caeretan. In the vessels of this phase an influence from South Italy begins to appear,
probably related to the Roman conquest of Magna Graecia following the victory over Pyrrhus.
New shapes are introduced into the black gloss repertoire, and the stamps become more complex
and enlarged. Dolphins and the Sicilian symbol of triskeles begin to be seen, and the positions of
the stamps become disordered. This phase would correspond to a crisis of the production of
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Caere around 275 BCE, which corresponds with the time of the establishment of the Roman
praefectura in 273 BC, an event that in his view had very negative effects on Caere. In the fourth

Phase One

Phase Two

Phase Three

Phase Four

Phase Five

Table	
  9:	
  A	
  selection	
  of	
  stamps	
  from	
  each	
  of	
  Stanco’s	
  ateliers	
  des	
  petites	
  estampilles	
  phases	
  

phase, from 265-240 BCE, the stamps become larger while the repertoire of forms becomes less
and the shapes become simpler. A new form is introduced, a cup with an almond shaped rim
(Morel 2538), and the stamps, almost all rosettes, are centrally positioned and framed by
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roulettes. Stanco asserts that this phase of production is centred within Rome. During phase five,
dating from 240-210, new forms are introduced, with kantharoi becoming especially numerous,
and new stamps are found depicting Hercules. Stanco also sees this phase as being produced in
Rome, after which the production of the ateliers des ateliers de petites estampilles ceases.
To sum up, Stanco sees the relationship between Caere and Rome in terms of black gloss
production as that of one production centre fading as the other rises in prominence, with strong
connections with the political dynamics between the two cities. The first two phases are clearly
dominated by Caere, and the last two are clearly dominated by Rome, with the end of the
political autonomy of Caere in 273 BCE as the turning point. He believes that the examination of
the production of the ateliers des petites estampilles shows the shift of balance between Rome
and Caere in terms of which centre sets the model. This view of the shifting production
highlights an economic crisis in Caere beginning in the third period and sees a sudden change in
production of black gloss during Rome’s expansion. Furthermore, a growing number of pieces
considered imports from Rome into the city of Caere and its territory would demonstrate the
deterioration of local production.
There are criticisms aimed at Stanco and his perspective, and by addressing the
criticisms, alternative views are revealed. This different understanding argues for a stable
transition during the changes at this time in Italian economies, which fits much better with the
evidence when considering the difficulties in differentiating between the vessel fabric of
Caeretan and Roman produced wares. Di Giuseppe (2004) notes that Stanco classifies the fabric
of the clay and the repertoire of vessel forms using the naked eye, and she refutes the credibility
of his method since clay types are very similar in the small geographic area of South Etruria and
North Latium (p. 5). Olcese (1998a, p. 143-144) goes on to prove that the only way to
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distinguish between the clays of Rome and other centres in Latium is through chemical analysis
using X-ray fluorescence. The difficulty to distinguish Roman and Caeretan products casts
serious doubts on Stanco’s reconstruction. In addition, if Stanco intends on fabric colour as being
a meaningful indicator of fabric type, then it is necessary to have used a standardized colour
scale, such as the Munsell colour chart, to define the fabric. Without that, a definition such as
“light brown” is too general and subjective to be meaningful. Finally, it is also incorrect to
assume that the emergence of a new fabric type at a site indicates that the location in question did
not create black gloss ceramics before. It is possible that the black gloss previously produced in
the location cannot be differentiated from black gloss at other locations based on an examination
of the naked eye, and that at a certain point a change happened in the production process (sources
and processing of clay, firing methods) that affected to the visible characteristics of the fabric.
It is possible to suggest an alternative view of the trends of black gloss productions of
Caere and Rome, which appears to be more balanced. During Stanco’s first two phases, Caere
and Rome were equal in terms of production, and were not very easily differentiated from one
another. The two cities may have shared a repertoire of forms, styles of decoration, technology,
and used clay which was very similar. The small number of archaeological context of Rome
dated to the late fourth and early third century BCE in comparison to those of Caere gives the
false impression that the Roman production was practically non-existent, which is quite unlikely
given the importance of Rome in that period, and makes the scholars label as ‘Caeretan” all
vases that show a set of features that are in fact common to both productions. As a matter of fact,
a good number of vases of this kind found at Rome have been considered imports from Caere,
but may simply be early Roman products.
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During Stanco’s third phase, Rome expanded her hegemony south, potters from Magna
Graecia moved to Rome and central Italy along with many other specialized workers, and thus
the public was exposed to new trends in ceramic production. The workshops in Rome, and soon
also in Caere, began creating new forms and styles of decoration influenced by South Italian
models. The new phase is considered ‘Roman’ because of the influential studies of Morel on the
black gloss of the city of Rome in this period, while the research on Caere after the early third
century has not been equally intense. As a result, Stanco may have interpreted a change that
occurred concurrently in two centres with a common ceramic tradition as the fall of one and the
rise of the other. Contrary to Stanco’s assertion, the differences between local productions and
imports during this period are particularly obscure, and that at this point, since local workshops
were adapting to suit new tastes, it was increasingly difficult to determine where a vessel was
produced (Di Giuseppe 2004, p. 7). Furthermore, at least from the second half of the fourth
century BCE Rome and Caere were deeply interconnected, and even shared military interests
with their joint enterprise in Corsica (Di Giuseppe 2004, p. 9), allowing both for increased trade
and access from the sea to the hinterland. The institutional transformation of 273 BCE was in
fact only the last step of a long process of integration between Rome and Caere. Thus, it would
not have benefitted Roman interests to suppress the local economy of Caere if it wished to
exploit the alliance as much as possible. Moreover, the repertoire of highly standardized vessel
forms and decorative motifs is common to several production centres.
Additional investigation into black gloss production and workshop models serves to
illuminate the problems in Stanco’s macroscopic analysis of clay fabric. The repertory of forms,
particularly in the third century BCE, where it was possible to check it, is homogenous
throughout the region, corresponding to the typology of the atelier des petites estampilles, a
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workshop which scholars have long held to be Roman in origin. The repertories and clay analysis
show that each urban centre had its own workshops producing vessels of the atelier des petites
estampilles type. At Veii local clays were used to produce forms held to be of Tarquinian and
Faliscan origin; in the ager Veientanus and Faliscus forms belonging to Atelier 1 and 5 are
documented, also produced in local clays, but the decorations are of Campanian origin,
particularly from Cales (Di Giuseppe 2004, p. 81). These small industries suggest that in Latium
the movement of artisans from one town to another and from one region to another also
occurred, as we have seen for Puglia, Basilicata, Campania, Molise and as will be seen, between
Campania and Etruscan and Adriatic areas.
This is congruent with a recent understanding of the production model of black gloss. A
large number of black gloss workshops have been identified in Latium, all concentrated in urban
areas. No groups of kilns, suggesting a kerameikos, have been found in Latium or Etruria but
instead kilns have been found set up near specific buildings (Di Giuseppe 2004, p. 81). In the
kerameikos model, the control of the workshops is in the hands of city or sanctuary that provides
the structures, materials, and work standards, probably taking a part of the finished products in
return for these services. The alternate model, the ergasteria, sees a single workshop inserted
into a domus or strictly connected to cult site. (Giuseppe 2004, p. 81) In the Republican period,
all settlements, whether colony, municipium, or settlement conquered by Rome, had one or more
black gloss productions all concentrated in the vicinity of cult sites. The only case of a rural
production is that of S. Giustino, where the workshop stood close to a sanctuary later
incorporated into the villa of Pliny the Younger. The frequency of kilns in mid Republican Italy
at cult areas and less at elite residences provokes the question of economy; did only the wealthy,
who in the mid Republican period were land owners, set up production centres? Or rather was
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this a sort of production monopoly, and therefore the possession of a workshop was conditioned
by the existence of a cult site? (Di Giuseppe 2004, p. 83) Veii, Capenas, Falerii Veteres, Lucus
Feroniae, Narce, Pyrgi, Caere, Rome, Praeneste, Signia, Lavinium, Ardea, and Minturnae have
produced one or more production areas in some cases concentrated in the vicinity of town walls
or gates, in all cases they can be directly or indirectly associated with cult areas (Di Giuseppe
2004, p. 66). At Cerveteri, vats, kilns, spacer rings, moulds, and wasters of mid-Republican fine
ware were found in the sacred area occupied by temples (Di Giuseppe 2004, p. 66). More than in
any other region analyzed so far, in Latium intervention by the temple economy in black gloss
production, and perhaps in production in general, seems relevant. This is well documented in
Rome. There were finds in votive deposits of spacer rings and wasters suggesting the artisans’
work implements were donated to the protecting divinities. The association of kilns and cult sites
(such as at Caere, Pyrgi, Narce, Falerii Veteres, Lucus Feroniae, Lavinium) renders it possible to
push interpretation further and imagine that the artisans who donated their tools had successfully
concluded a period of work in the vicinity of the temple (Di Giuseppe 2004, p.71). Black gloss
production centres situated along the coast, as at Pyrgi, could have been one of the sites from
where the vessels were embarked for trade around the Mediterranean (Di Giuseppe 2004, p. 71).
For Stanco’s theory to be plausible, one of two things must have existed: either the production
model was based on a kerameikos model instead of the ergasteria model, thus resulting in the
direct change in production immediately proceeding the political transformation; or, after the
final incorporation of Caere into the Roman state, Rome enacted economic sanctions directly
against Caeretan temple economy, which immediately ceased their black gloss production. Either
of these options must have existed in order to explain the almost immediate termination of black
gloss production in Caere assumed by Stanco. The first scenario is not possible; as stated prior,
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there is no evidence either archaeologically or historically that would suggest any sort of state
managed group of workshops. An alteration in the political environment may very well affect
craft production, but the effects would have been secondary and not as immediate. The second
scenario is not likely either, as there is no evidence for the punishment of sanctuaries by the
Romans. Rome and Caere had a strong relationship, and it would not have served Roman
interests to enact any measures that were catastrophic for the local economy, especially after the
city of Caere had become a part of the Roman state. The current excavations in Caere only
suggest continuation during the third century BCE, with no evidence of the crisis that would
have to have occurred were these harsh economic sanctions a reality. Black gloss production,
then, in Latium and Southern Etruria operated within their own somewhat protected network,
fostered by traveling workmen and taking place within cult spaces.
To return to the sample recovered at Cerveteri, the examination of atelier des petites
estampilles is illuminating as it serves to create a way with which to understand the relationship
of Rome to Caere in terms of not only black gloss production but also trade and supply between
two great cities during a period that was crucial for the making of Roman Italy. Furthermore, the
study of the trends of production at other major centres aids in our understanding of the six
groups of black gloss ceramic that were recovered during the excavation season of 2012 at
Cerveteri. By embracing these two complementary ways of understanding, it is possible to
reconstruct a cogent theory in regards to their production and relationship with both Rome and
other major centres. In the second half of the fourth century, an increasing standardization in
virtually all crafts was beginning to characterize production in Caere (Torelli 2000, p. 450).
There was a growing tendency for Etruscan workshops to produce a limited range of vessel
types, and in painted pottery, forms, styles, and themes became increasingly simplified and
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slipshod. This signified an increase of mass production to supply a new set of consumers – the
Etruscan “middle class”. Caere’s well-organized circulation of the more industrially produced
ceramics was the cause and effect of merging their distribution in the Roman trade network, an
advantage afforded to them by their unique relationship with Rome (Torelli 2000, p. 451).
To return to the black gloss assemblage, it is possible to understand how and why each
group operated, and to what extent the Roman hegemony had upon craft production as a whole.
The longest running assemblages, Group 5 and 6, represent the bulk of the black gloss recovered
and is of average quality. Groups 5 and 6 experienced production for the longest interval of time,
while the better quality productions ran for a much shorter duration. Group 3 and 4, the best
quality groups, ran only for about half a century, and the worst quality set, Group 1, lasted for
around one hundred and twenty years. Group 2, a group that exhibited very good adhesion and
lustre, but with distinctly grey, pearlescent black slip, occupied a position somewhere in the
middle. The most active century in which all of these groups were produced is the third century,
and now that a coherent historical trajectory has been discussed, it is possible to understand these
groupings. Groups five and six, the average assemblages, were the most popular because black
gloss was a product for the middle class. As the Caeretan state flourished so too did a rising
middle class that was probably eager to express their status in ways previously reserved for the
wealthier classes. The decrease in extravagant monumental burials in this period speaks not to an
economic decline as is sometimes proposed (Torelli 1975, p. 164) but rather a stronger middle
class, and perhaps due to influences from traditional Roman Republican values, a lesser
willingness by the elite to display signs of wealth. The shorter-lived groups of best quality were
probably brief because of the small and unstable niche of the market they occupied: they were
too expensive for budget-minded middle classes, and too modest for elite consumers who would
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have purchased the metal vessel that black gloss was intending to reproduce. Group 2, while
better quality than groups five and six in terms of adhesion and lustre, may have been less
expensive due to the colour of the slip, its lack of firmness, and the its iridescence. Group 1, the
production with the worst qualities, probably experience longer term success because there is
always a market for cheaply made goods. The lower social levels would have strived for luxury
items just as the middle class did, and could express this in ways previously impossible. The
relative success of poorly made black gloss ceramics argues further for a period of relative
prosperity.
As for production of black gloss ceramics and the relationship of Rome to Caere, it is
most likely that, powered by an increasing social and cultural homogenization in Italy, black
gloss was produced and consumed in relatively equal measure in both major centres. Increasing
standardization and the greater sharing of common black gloss forms point towards a common
consumption of black gloss ceramics. Rather than the unbalanced perspective that Caere and
Rome’s fortunes rose and fell inversely, it is more congruent with both archaeological and
historical data that Caere did not experience a catastrophic decline once fully incorporated into
the Roman state. There is no evidence that Rome ever enacted any punitive or greatly damaging
measures against Caere, and it would not have served Roman economic or political interests. The
preservation of the economic strength of the large city offered benefits, for example when Rome
required ample backing for the Punic Wars, and Caere had to give substantial support of men and
supplies for Rome’s effort. Furthermore, in times of peace Caere’s extensive rural landscape was
a precious resource to supply the fast growing city of Rome. Therefore, beginning much earlier
than 273 BCE, Rome and Caere probably engaged in exchange via a common expression of
consumption. Black gloss ceramics was one of these common consumptions, and goods from
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many centres probably circulated throughout Rome and vice versa. Craftsmen who traveled
around Etruria and Latium would have found relative familiarity in the sanctuary workshops and
in the demands and taste of each city’s consumers. The local market was probably the primary
market for black gloss production, but the circulation of black gloss in Italy between various
centres is an area of study ripe for archaeometric investigation. The few archaeometric studies
performed on the available data have demonstrated that fabric analysis based on macroscopic
analysis is unreliable in determining the source of clay and production centre. Such tests would
bring this preliminary study on the black gloss pottery of Caere to the next level.

Conclusion
	
  

Caere was a regional power of Italy until expansion of Roman hegemony in Italy. Caere’s
dominant position in Etruria and strong connections with Rome resulted in a more peaceful
Roman occupation than seen in other Etruscan centers. Many, however, have proposed that
Caere’s economy was greatly weakened in the third century BCE due to this occupation, and the
production of ceramics is presented as evidence of this crisis. However, new studies including
archaeometric evidence have demonstrated, among other things, that no straightforward narrative
involving economic hardship for those living in Caere can be posited. The black gloss pottery
recovered in Cerveteri during the 2012 excations at Vigna Marini support this hypothesis. The
six groups of black gloss ceramic analyzed demonstrate at least two long-term productions that
begin in the fourth century and continue well past the end of the third century BCE, probably
products aimed at a stable middle class, suggesting an economic climate in which even some of
the lower classes could strive to afford black gloss ceramics. The results of this analysis are
further corroborated by historical sources, which point towards a beneficial, albeit unequal,
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relationship between Caere and Rome. While this Etruscan city therefore experienced a gradual
economic decline under Roman rule, there was no sudden economic calamity for its inhabitants
in the third century BCE. This thesis also highlights two important factors in the study of
ceramics in Italy: the importance of archaeometric analyses on pottery and the dismissal of
assuming a universal crisis in Etruscan cities during the third century BCE.
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